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Claim No.  CP-2018-000038 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE  

BUSINESS AND PROPERTY COURTS 

COMPETITION LIST (ChD) 

BETWEEN: -  

PHONES 4U LIMITED (In Administration) 

Claimant 

-and- 

(1) EE LIMITED 

(2) DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG 

(3) ORANGE SA 

(4) VODAFONE LIMITED 

(5) VODAFONE GROUP PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY 

(6) TELEFONICA UK LIMITED 

(7) TELEFÓNICA, S.A. 

(8) TELEFONICA EUROPE PLC 

Defendants 

PARTICULARS OF CLAIM 

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Introduction 

1. The Claimant (“P4U”) claims in respect of the Defendants’ collusive and/or anti-

competitive conduct and/or breach of contract that caused loss and forced it into 

administration. The Defendants’ unlawful conduct caused P4U, one of the UK’s leading 

and last independent mobile phone retailers, to cease trading in September 2014.  

2. It is inherent to the secretive nature of the Defendants’ unlawful conduct (as particularised 

herein) that P4U has incomplete information as to the precise content and timing of the 

unlawful agreements, understandings, concerted practices and instructions that it alleges. 

P4U relies on inferences that it contends should be drawn from the pleaded primary facts. 

P4U anticipates providing further and better particulars following disclosure. 
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3. In summary, P4U’s case is as follows: 

(a) P4U had a successful and profitable business selling the Defendants’ mobile network 

connections (“Connections”) as an independent retail intermediary. P4U was one of 

two main independent retail intermediaries for the supply and/or distribution of 

Connections in the UK. The other was Carphone Warehouse Limited (“CPW”).  

(b) P4U was particularly successful in selling Connections to young adults (customers 

aged between 16 and 25 years). Young adults were at all material times attractive 

customers because they were, in general, (i) more interested in acquiring the latest 

technology and (ii) more likely to consume high volumes of speech, text and data 

services. P4U’s success in attracting young adult customers gave it a profitable 

customer base that was of particular importance to the Defendants.   

(c) P4U relied on the Defendants to supply it with Connections, which P4U would 

subsequently sell to its customers.  

(d) The presence in the UK market of independent retail intermediaries such as P4U 

exerted downward pressure on the retail prices of Connections. Further, the 

Defendants had to pay commission(s) to retail intermediaries and/or share the value 

of any Connection which was sold through retail intermediaries with those 

intermediaries. In other European countries in which the Defendants operated at 

material times, there were few, if any, retail intermediaries, which militated in favour 

of higher profit margins in those countries. The Defendants were, at all material times, 

interested in reducing or eliminating their reliance on retail intermediaries in the UK.   

(e) Any Defendant that decided unilaterally to stop supplying Connections to P4U (i) 

would have lost its market share of P4U’s customers to competitors, principally the 

other Defendants and (ii) would have anticipated losing total market share and 

suffering a reduction in profit in the UK market. The Defendants had in 2014 fairly 

recent knowledge and/or experience of the negative effects of a unilateral withdrawal 

of supplies to retail intermediaries: see paragraph 37 below. The risk of such negative 

effects could be reduced or eliminated by concertation between the Defendants.   

(f) The Defendants (and/or some of them) sought to reduce and/or eliminate from the UK 

market the presence of independent retail intermediaries and/or the indirect sales 
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channels which such intermediaries provided. Specifically, on or before 27 January 

2014, (i) the Seventh Defendant (“Telefónica”) and the Eighth Defendant 

(“Telefónica Europe”) gave “commitments” to the Fifth Defendant (“Vodafone 

Group”), the effect of which was to prevent the Sixth Defendant (“O2”) extending its 

trading agreement with P4U and (ii) one or more of Telefónica, Telefónica Europe 

and Vodafone Group discussed (or attempted to discuss) their future intentions as 

regards the use of retail intermediaries in the UK with the First Defendant (“EE”), 

which did not distance itself from the collusion between those parties, publically or at 

all. 

(g) P4U’s case is that from 27 January 2014 at the latest, when O2 disclosed to P4U that 

members of the O2 group of companies had given anti-competitive “commitments” 

to Vodafone Group in relation to the use of retail intermediaries in the UK, the 

Defendants (or some of them) unlawfully colluded with each other and/or were parties 

to an unlawful agreement and/or decision and/or concerted practice which had the 

object or effect of preventing and/or restricting and/or distorting competition in the 

market for Connections in the UK. The Defendants (or some of them) gave unlawful 

commitments to each other in respect of their activities in the UK in relation to retail 

intermediaries and/or unlawfully disclosed and received confidential and 

commercially sensitive information as to their intentions in respect of such activities 

and/or otherwise concerted together rather than independently determining their 

future conduct on the market.  

(h) Between 27 January 2014 and September 2014, a sequence of events occurred which 

culminated in P4U being put out of business, and which can only reasonably be 

explained by the unlawful concertation and/or collusion of the Defendants (or some 

of them) aimed at reducing their reliance on retail intermediaries in the UK market, 

as summarised above. Specifically: 

(i) By July 2014, after months of commercial negotiations, EE and Vodafone UK 

had each communicated to P4U their intention to extend their respective trading 

agreements and/or commercial relationships with P4U on terms agreed in 

principle with P4U.   
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(ii) By the same time, EE and Vodafone UK had each indicated that they were only 

waiting for approval from their parent shareholders in this regard, namely the 

Second and Third Defendants (“Deutsche” and “Orange”) in the case of EE, and 

Vodafone Group in the case of Vodafone UK. 

(iii) Notwithstanding this, in August 2014 and without prior warning, Vodafone UK 

gave P4U notice of its intention to end their longstanding commercial 

relationship, and EE did likewise in September 2014.  

(iv) In fact, in or around mid-July 2014 and without P4U’s knowledge, Vodafone UK 

had entered into an exclusive trading agreement with CPW. In order to comply 

with that agreement, Vodafone UK would have to cease selling Connections 

through P4U by 1 February 2015, which, in turn, would require that notice of 

termination be given to P4U by 1 August 2014.  

(v) Vodafone UK did not give such notice but instead held off on giving P4U any 

notice until 6 August 2014, which was the same date as EE (without P4U’s 

knowledge) entered into its own exclusive trading agreement with CPW that 

would preclude P4U selling Connections for EE. Formal written notice was then 

provided by Vodafone UK on the next day, 7 August 2014.  

(vi) Between the termination notice of 7 August 2014 and the entry into full force on 

29 August 2014 of EE’s trading agreement with CPW, Vodafone UK engaged in 

discussions with P4U as to the possibility of a new trading relationship, despite 

the fact that, as P4U now understands, Vodafone UK was by this time precluded 

from continuing its trading relationship with P4U beyond 1 February 2015 by its 

exclusive agreement with CPW.  

(vii) Vodafone UK did not end those discussions irrevocably until 29 August 2014, 

which is the same day as the EE trading agreement with CPW obtained approval 

from the EE statutory board (of which EE’s shareholders, Deutsche and Orange, 

were members).  

(viii) On 1 September 2014, P4U announced to the Irish Stock Exchange that its 

trading agreement with Vodafone UK had been terminated.  
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(ix) After this announcement, in early September 2014, EE sent P4U a series of letters 

in which it asserted that P4U had breached its trading agreement with EE in a 

way that would entitle EE to terminate that agreement. Those allegations were 

without foundation and/or did not entitle EE to terminate the agreement. On 12 

September 2014, having failed to establish any colourably legitimate basis upon 

which to terminate its agreement with P4U, EE notified P4U by letter that it 

would not under any circumstances replace or extend its commercial relationship 

with P4U after its expiry in September 2015, over a year later. It is to be inferred 

for the reasons set out below that EE’s purpose (or dominant purpose) in sending 

the letter dated 12 September 2014 was to cause P4U to cease trading.  

(i) Further, for the reasons set out below, P4U contends that if EE and Vodafone UK had 

each independently acted rationally, in their independent commercial interests and 

without regard to any information shared unlawfully between them, each would have 

sought to have continued its own commercial relationship with P4U beyond the 

existing terms of their respective trading agreements and, further or alternatively, 

would not have sought to terminate the existing arrangements. In the absence of 

collusion, it would have made no rational and/or commercial sense and/or would have 

been too commercially risky to act otherwise. P4U will rely on the facts and matters 

set out below, and will rely on expert economic evidence in due course. In particular:  

(i) In considering their commercial relationships with P4U, EE and Vodafone UK 

would each have considered the net present value (“NPV”) of customers joining 

their networks indirectly via P4U.  

(ii) The NPV of customers joining the EE and/or Vodafone UK network indirectly 

via P4U was approximately 65% of the NPV of those customers had they joined 

EE and/or Vodafone UK networks through an alternative sales channel (i.e. 

through CPW or from EE or Vodafone UK directly).  

(iii) All other things being equal, therefore, in order to reach a view that ceasing to 

trade with P4U would not result in a reduction in profits, EE or Vodafone UK 

would have needed to expect to retain approximately 65% of customers who 

joined their networks indirectly via P4U. However, for the reasons set out below: 

(1) neither EE and/or Vodafone UK could have expected to retain such a high 
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proportion of customers (i.e. approximately 65%) who joined their networks 

indirectly via P4U in the event that they each, acting alone, terminated their 

commercial relationships with P4U, not least because P4U’s customers were 

generally loyal to P4U, but not loyal to any particular network, including EE 

and/or Vodafone UK; in fact, (2) EE could have expected to retain approximately 

32% of P4U customers (representing its approximate existing share of the 

market), and Vodafone UK could have expected to retain approximately 20% of 

P4U customers (representing its approximate existing share of the market) in the 

event that EE and/or Vodafone UK alone ended its own commercial relationship 

with P4U. P4U will rely on economic analysis to contend that it would, in this 

context, have been commercially irrational for EE and/or Vodafone UK to decide 

independently to terminate their commercial relationships with P4U.  

(j) In the premises, in the light of the facts and matters above, P4U avers both as a primary 

fact based on the existence of the “commitments” and as a reasonable inference from 

the commitments and the other pleaded circumstances that the Defendants (or some 

of them) unlawfully colluded: 

(i) to each cease trading with one or other of the retail intermediaries in the UK 

market (which intermediary, in the event, was P4U);  

(ii) alternatively, to cease trading with P4U specifically; and/or 

(iii) further or alternatively, to put P4U out of business and then to acquire the whole 

or parts of P4U’s business and/or assets at a fraction of their value once P4U was 

placed into administration. 

(k) Further or alternatively, by EE’s letter to P4U on 12 September 2014 in which it 

informed P4U that it had taken a final decision not to replace or extend the terms of 

its trading agreement with P4U (when such agreement would expire over a year later 

in September 2015), EE breached the terms of its agreement with P4U. Specifically: 

(i) EE, by sending the letter dated 12 September 2014, deliberately caused P4U to 

go into administration immediately and/or before P4U could take steps to secure 

its future by entering into trading agreements with other suppliers of Connections. 
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(ii) EE then purported to terminate its agreement with P4U on the grounds that P4U 

was in administration, a state of affairs which EE had itself deliberately brought 

about. 

(iii)  EE’s actions both immediately before and on and around the sending of its 12 

September 2014 letter were designed to put P4U out of business and/or such that 

P4U would no longer be able to perform its agreement with EE and/or to reduce 

and/or avoid the making of revenue share payments to P4U. Further, EE knew 

and/or intended such effect(s). Such actions were in breach of express and 

implied terms that EE would act in good faith in the performance of its agreement 

with P4U and/or would not itself, contrary to the requirement of good faith, bring 

about the circumstances which would entitle it to terminate its agreement with 

P4U and/or would not take steps designed or intended to prevent P4U from 

performing its agreement or enjoying the benefits thereunder. 

4. In the light of the above, P4U advances the following claims: 

(a) Against all Defendants, a claim for infringement of Article 101(1) of the Treaty on 

the Functioning of the European Union (“the TFEU”) and/or breach of Chapter I of 

the Competition Act 1998 (“the Act”) resulting from unlawful anti-competitive 

collusive conduct. 

(b) Against EE, a claim for breach of contract.  

(c) Against Deutsche and Orange, a claim for procuring and inducing EE’s breach of 

contract and, further or alternatively, for conspiracy to injure P4U by unlawful means. 

B. PARTIES 

Claimant  

5. P4U is a private company limited by shares incorporated in England and Wales under 

company number 03154198. It was incorporated in 1996 and was the principal trading 

company in the Phones 4u group of companies (“the P4U Group”). Until the events set 

out below, P4U was one of the UK’s leading independent retailers of Connections, 

handsets, accessories and related insurance to customers.  
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6. The entire issued share capital of P4U was indirectly owned by Phones4u Finance Plc, 

which was itself indirectly owned by Phosphorus Jersey Limited (“Phosphorus Jersey”), 

a company incorporated in Jersey. In March 2011, the Group was acquired by BC 

Partners, a private equity firm, which ultimately owned Phosphorus Jersey.  

7. P4U’s main business focus was the sale of Connections, i.e. network-connected mobile 

phones, by way of contract of sale or upgrade, together with the sale of SIM cards, on 

behalf of EE, Vodafone UK and O2.  

8. P4U entered into trading agreements with the Defendants as set out further below.  

9. At the material times, and before it went into administration, P4U was a valuable business. 

In discussions between P4U and EE in October 2013 concerning the acquisition by EE of 

an equity stake in P4U, the parties considered enterprise valuations of the P4U business 

which ranged from £613.5 million to £981.6 million. As set out in Phones4u Finance Plc’s 

trading updates given to its bondholders: 

(a) For the year ended 31 December 2013, Phones4u Finance Plc had a total turnover of 

£1,157.8 million, gross profit of £350.2 million, and EBITDA of £100.3 million.  

(b) As at the end of the first quarter of 2014, turnover was £227.4 million, with EBITDA 

of £17.4 million. The update noted: “The Group continues to anticipate that the full 

year 2014 underlying EBITDA will be broadly in line with 2013…” 

(c) As at the end of the second quarter of 2014, turnover was £231.3 million, with 

EBITDA of £20.3 million. The update noted: “The guidance for the full year 2014 

remains unchanged…” 

10. In 2014, P4U employed around 5,600 staff in the UK. It had over 560 retail stores of its 

own across the UK. It also had 160 retail outlets located within stores operated by Dixons 

Retail Plc (operating under the brand Currys PC World), pursuant to a store concession 

agreement with Dixons Retail Group (“Dixons”). For the six months ended 30 June 2014, 

P4U sold approximately 397,886 new contracts, 274,530 contract upgrades, and 73,529 

SIM-only Connections.  

11. Pursuant to an Order of the High Court dated 15 September 2014, P4U and certain 

companies in the Group were placed into administration. Messrs Ian David Green, Robert 
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John Moran and Robert Jonathan Hunt of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP were appointed 

as joint administrators of P4U. 

12. Pursuant to an Order of the High Court dated 11 December 2018, Mr Paul Copley was, 

effective from 23 November 2018, appointed as concurrent administrator of P4U, 

empowered in that capacity to investigate the facts and circumstances leading to the 

administration of P4U.   

Defendants  

13. The Defendants are companies in corporate groups that, as further specified below, carry 

on business providing mobile telephony and telecommunication services, inter alia, in 

the UK. In 2014, the UK operating companies (O2, Vodafone UK and EE) were three of 

the four major mobile network operators (“MNOs”) in the UK. The Defendants’ 

businesses included the sale of Connections through their own retail arms and the sale of 

Connections through independent retail intermediaries such as P4U and CPW.  

EE group 

14. The First Defendant, EE, was formerly known as “Everything Everywhere”. It is and was 

at all material times an MNO that provides Connections in the UK. It was formed in 2010 

as a 50:50 joint venture between the Second Defendant, Deutsche, a company 

incorporated in Germany and the Third Defendant, Orange, a company incorporated in 

France which each contributed their subsidiaries, T-Mobile UK and Orange UK, 

respectively to the joint venture.  

15. At all material times:  

(a) Deutsche was the ultimate owner of 50% of EE. Deutsche held its shares in EE 

through its UK subsidiary, T-Mobile Holding Limited. Deutsche was represented on 

the EE board of directors by, inter alios, Mr Thomas Dannenfeldt, Deutsche’s Chief 

Financial Officer.  

(b) Orange was the ultimate owner of the other 50% of EE. Orange held its shares in EE 

through its UK subsidiary, Orange Telecommunications Group Limited. Orange was 

represented on the EE board of directors by, inter alios, Mr Gervais Pellissier, 

Orange’s Deputy Chief Executive Officer. 
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(c) All strategic decisions relating to EE, such as the approval of its business plan and its 

annual budget, and, it is to be inferred, including the continuation or termination of 

EE’s arrangements with P4U, were required to be approved by the appointees of 

Orange and Deutsche on EE’s board, which companies accordingly exercised decisive 

influence and joint control over EE and its commercial policy in the UK. Further, such 

influence and control is to be inferred from the fact of full joint ownership in 

circumstances where both parent companies form part of the same corporate group 

and had formed EE as a joint venture.  

16. EE provided its own branded network services in the UK, as well as the branded network 

services of Orange and T-Mobile. 

Vodafone group 

17. The Fourth Defendant, Vodafone UK, is an MNO which provides Connections in the UK.    

18. The Fifth Defendant, Vodafone Group, a company incorporated in England and Wales, 

was at all material times the 100% owner of Vodafone UK.  

Telefónica group 

19. The Sixth Defendant, O2, is an MNO which provides Connections in the UK.  

20. The Seventh Defendant, Telefónica, a company incorporated in Spain, was at all material 

times the ultimate holding company of O2. O2 was one of Telefónica’s wholly owned 

subsidiaries through the Eighth Defendant, Telefónica Europe, the 100% owner of O2. 

The MNO Defendants 

21. EE, Vodafone UK and O2 are referred to collectively below as “the MNO Defendants”.  

C. SALE AND DISTRIBUTION OF CONNECTIONS IN THE UK 

Independent retail intermediaries in the UK  

22. In late 2013/early 2014, the UK market for Connections was highly saturated, i.e. most 

consumers in the UK already owned a network-connected mobile phone. It was also 

highly concentrated and, in that sense, oligopolistic. As a result, competition between 

MNOs focused on gaining market share at the expense of the other large MNOs, rather 

than increasing the size of the total market. In this commercial environment, MNOs 
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competed both to acquire new customers, principally from each other, and to retain 

existing customers. 

23. Between May 2013 and April 2014:   

(a) EE had approximately a 32% share of the UK market for Connctions (including both 

new Connections and upgrades).  

(b) Vodafone UK had approximately a 20% share of that market. 

(c) O2 had approximately a 24% share of that market.  

(d) The other major MNO, Hutchinson 3G UK Limited (“Three”), was the smallest of the 

major MNOs. It had approximately a 12% market share. 

(e) In addition to the MNOs, there were also mobile virtual network operators 

(“MVNOs”), which provided network services but used the MNOs’ infrastructure. 

MVNOs had a relatively small share of the market. 

24. Until the late 1990s, as a result of the relevant UK regulatory framework at that time, 

MNOs were not permitted to deal directly with customers, but were required to sell their 

Connections indirectly through third party service providers and/or retail intermediaries. 

The existence of retail intermediaries, independent of MNOs, for the sale and/or supply 

and/or distribution of Connections, was a particular feature of the UK market. There were 

few (if any) retail intermediaries in the other European countries in which the Defendants’ 

group companies operated and/or such retail intermediaries as there were in those other 

countries did not generate substantial downward pressure on retail prices and were not 

comparable in scale and importance to P4U and CPW in the UK.  

25. In the late 1990s, regulatory changes permitted all MNOs to deal directly with customers, 

and MNOs proceeded to purchase the majority of retail intermediaries and/or their assets. 

By 2006, only P4U and CPW remained as major independent retail intermediaries with 

any significant UK market share. Since the retail intermediaries sold Connections in 

competition with the Defendants’ direct sales channels, P4U and CPW were in 

competition with the Defendants as well with each other. 
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26. In or around March 2014, approximately 40% of overall sales to customers of 

Connections in the UK were conducted through independent retailers, the majority of 

which were through P4U or CPW. P4U had approximately a 15% market share of total 

(i.e. direct and indirect) retail sales of Connections in the UK, and CPW had 

approximately a 21% share of that market.  

27. The presence and scale of retail intermediaries in the UK caused the Defendant groups to 

achieve lower profit margins from UK customers than they achieved from customers 

elsewhere in Europe. The presence of retail intermediaries in the UK reduced the MNOs’ 

revenue per UK customer (and so profits) for at least the following reasons:  

(a) Retail intermediaries assisted customers in making direct comparisons between 

MNOs’ products, and advised customers on the MNOs’ different pricing structures. 

The retail intermediaries thereby intensified price and other competition as between 

MNOs and caused downward pressure on MNOs’ pricing. 

(b) Pursuant to their trading agreements with the MNOs, retail intermediaries generally 

enjoyed a substantial measure of control over the pricing of the Connections which 

they sold on behalf of the MNOs, and used such control to reduce prices (most notably 

through offering price promotions) in the hope of increasing volumes of sales. This 

also put downward pressure, through price comparison by consumers, on MNOs to 

reduce the prices at which they sold Connections directly. 

(c) Sales of Connections made through retail intermediaries carried additional costs for 

MNOs, namely commission(s) paid to the intermediaries in respect of such sales. As 

a result of these commission payments, it was more profitable for a MNO if a 

customer joined the MNO directly rather than via a retail intermediary (since any 

profits associated with the customer would generally be shared with the retail 

intermediary over the life of the customer contract, and in many cases beyond). 

28. As a consequence, and as set out further below, at the material times, the Defendants were 

incentivised to relieve the downward pressures on their margins in the UK by reducing or 

eliminating sales through retail intermediaries, if this could be done without sacrificing 

substantial market share and/or profits. 
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P4U’s business 

29. The core of P4U’s business consisted of the sale to consumers of EE, Vodafone UK, and 

O2 Connections and associated hardware.  

30. P4U’s business focused on contract sales and upgrades in which a customer signed up to 

and/or renewed a Connection contract with EE, Vodafone UK or O2, typically for 24 

months. Such customers were provided with a new handset which was either free to the 

customer, or at a significant discount, at the point of sale, along with other incentives. 

Other contracts were for SIM cards only. 

31. The customer purchasing a Connection received a package, typically comprising a SIM 

card, a handset, accessories, connection to the relevant MNO Defendant’s network, and 

customer support, under a contract between the customer and the MNO Defendant, and 

in respect of which the customer made payments to the MNO Defendant. In most contract 

sales and upgrades, the price of the new handset, SIM card and other hardware elements 

of the package was spread over the duration of the contract through the customer’s 

monthly payments to the MNO Defendant, such that the customer paid little or nothing 

by way of lump sum at the outset of the contract. Contract sales and upgrades generated 

the highest revenues and profit margins for both P4U and the Defendants.  

32. In respect of its sales, P4U was responsible for sourcing handsets and other hardware to 

be sold to customers for the relevant MNO Defendant. P4U paid for its stock of handsets 

from handset providers such as Apple, Blackberry, HTC, LG, Nokia, Samsung and Sony. 

The handset providers required payment from P4U on varying credit terms, and they had 

credit insurance to cover the event that P4U did not pay within the agreed period. 

33. In return for the sales of Connections, P4U received from the MNO Defendants payments 

which typically reflected (1) a share of the cost of a handset, the SIM card and/or other 

accessories and (2) a share of the revenues derived from the Connection, part of which 

sum was paid to P4U upfront and part of which was paid over the lifetime of the contract.     

34. As set out in paragraph 38 below, P4U’s attraction to its customers was not dependent on 

its ability to offer Connections to any particular network or even to provide choice 

between every network. Rather, P4U’s attraction to its customers included, in particular, 

the following: (1) its sale staff could advise customers on the different MNOs’ pricing 

structures and/or (2) since it was independent of the MNOs, it could sell to customers a 
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suitable handset and/or network service (and not necessarily the most expensive service 

or product from a particular MNO that the customer might be willing to buy, as would be 

expected from staff in an MNO’s own store). As a result, P4U generated its own goodwill, 

independent of the MNOs, among its customers, and it attracted repeat customers.  

35. One measure by which MNOs assessed their performance was the annual number of 

customer “net additions”, which was calculated by subtracting (1) the number of 

customers who left the MNO’s network from (2) the number of new Connections to that 

network. At all material times, P4U’s sales were an important source of net additions for 

the MNO Defendants. As at March 2014 (or around then), P4U accounted for 27% of 

EE’s new Connection sales, and 34% of Vodafone UK’s new Connection sales.  

36. P4U had a strong presence in respect of sales to customers aged between 16 and 25 years 

(“young adults”), with a share of such sales in excess of 40%. This so-called “youth 

market” was a technologically sophisticated demographic and spent relatively large 

amounts of money on mobile phones and network services. In the light of the saturation 

of the UK market overall, it was this demographic, including those customers buying their 

first mobile phones, which represented the principal and/or most lucrative source of new 

Connections for the MNOs. The average monthly line rental of a new P4U customer was 

approximately £5 higher than the average for the remainder of the market.  

37. The Defendants were aware of the commercial risks inherent to any unilateral decision 

not to sell their Connections through P4U. Specifically: 

(a) In the market conditions described above, a MNO Defendant that ceased supplying 

P4U would anticipate that many of its customers that were obtained through P4U 

would thereafter be lost to the other MNOs that still sold Connections through P4U.   

(b) Further, there was fairly recent experience of the negative effects of unilateral 

decisions not to trade with one or other of the major retail intermediaries. In particular: 

(i)  In or around 2006, (1) Vodafone UK decided to use P4U as its exclusive retail 

intermediary for the sale and distribution of Vodafone products and services (and 

so not to make sales through CPW) and (2) O2 decided to use CPW as its 

exclusive retail intermediary for the sale and distribution of O2 products and 

services (and so not to make sales through P4U).  
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(ii) In each case, it became apparent to the MNOs that when customers who had 

previously purchased (1) Vodafone UK contracts through CPW or (2) O2 

contracts through P4U, upgraded their mobile telephones, such customers 

generally preferred to remain customers of CPW and/or P4U, and as a result 

switched mobile networks to the network which was then currently available at 

CPW (viz. O2) or P4U (viz. Vodafone UK), respectively. As a result, the pursuit 

of exclusivity failed to achieve its commercial objectives: Vodafone UK and O2 

failed to increase substantially their market shares and/or profits and/or to drive 

a substantially higher proportion of sales through their direct sales channels.  

(iii) By mid-2009 Vodafone UK and O2 had each abandoned their exclusive 

relationships with the independent retail intermediaries (O2 in 2007 and 

Vodafone UK in 2009), and they returned to selling Connections through both 

P4U and CPW. In May 2009, the Vodafone UK CEO at the time, Mr Guy 

Laurence, told the Guardian “It was a decision we took in the hope that it would 

provide some kind of changes in the overall distribution pattern in the UK. That 

did not happen”, which statement is averred to provide a fair summary of 

Vodafone UK’s view at the time. It is to be inferred from (1) the level of 

commercial sophistication of the Defendants and (2) the substantial effects of 

retail intermediaries on profit margins in the UK market that the Defendants were 

at all material times aware of the failure of the experiment with exclusivity in 

2006 and that this failure was, at least in large part, caused by customers 

displaying loyalty to the retail intermediaries, rather than the MNOs. 

38. Since P4U was an intermediary for the sale of Connections to customers, P4U’s business 

relied upon continuity of supply from one or more MNOs. In the absence, however, of 

any unlawful conduct by the Defendants, the risk that any of the MNO Defendants might 

individually and unilaterally refuse to continue to supply P4U was very small because of 

the following facts and matters:  

(a) P4U was a significant source of sales for the MNO Defendants, with a particular and 

increasing strength in the sale of Connections to young adult customers.   

(b) P4U’s customers were, in general, loyal to P4U, and accordingly more likely to 

purchase further Connections through P4U than through other sales channels. P4U 
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had significant independent goodwill among its customers. P4U attracted customers 

to its national network of stores irrespective of the particular MNOs’ Connections 

which it sold, and was able to exert substantial influence on customers’ decisions as 

to which Connection to buy. 

(c) P4U’s customers were, in general, “network agnostic”: they placed more importance 

on the choice between handsets and the perceived value for money of specific 

packages (i.e. call, text and data services) that were available and less importance on 

the choice between MNOs. P4U’s customers were also less loyal and/or more 

indifferent as regards MNOs than those customers who did not visit P4U’s stores. 

Accordingly, if any MNO Defendant stopped supplying Connections to P4U, 

customers of that MNO who again approached P4U to purchase a new Connection 

would typically purchase a Connection through P4U and from another MNO, rather 

than deciding to purchase a Connection elsewhere. 

(d) MNO businesses had high fixed costs associated with operating their networks and 

relatively low variable costs. If an MNO Defendant terminated its relationship with 

P4U unilaterally, it would lose a source of marginal revenue and/or reduce its 

profitability as a result of customers switching to MNOs that were still supplying P4U.  

(e) In the absence of collusion, competition between the MNO Defendants for sales to 

P4U’s customers created a situation in which it made no rational and/or commercial 

sense and/or was too commercially risky for any MNO Defendant unilaterally to stop 

supplying P4U with Connections:  

(i) If any MNO Defendant unilaterally stopped its supply of Connections to P4U, it 

risked losing both revenue and market share from the P4U sales channel to the 

MNO competitor(s) which continued to supply P4U with Connections.  

(ii) This loss of revenue and/or market share would happen because once a customer 

visited a P4U store for a new Connection or upgrade, P4U would typically sell 

that customer a Connection with another MNO that continued to supply P4U.  

39. Accordingly, P4U’s position was secured by the ordinary competitive processes and risks 

that faced the MNO Defendants. Specifically: 
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(a) Unless the Defendants, in a concerted and/or collusive manner, wrongfully agreed, 

reached an understanding and/or exchanged confidential and commercially sensitive 

information as to their intentions in relation to their commercial policy on the market, 

specifically as to the supply of Connections to P4U (or intermiediaries generally), 

competition between the MNO Defendants for P4U’s sales volumes and/or each 

Defendants’ desire not to cede market share to other MNOs and/or each Defendants’ 

desire to maximise profit on its MNOs’ operations made it highly likely that P4U 

would maintain supplies from the MNO Defendants. 

(b) Pending disclosure and the provision of expert reports in due course, P4U refers to 

and relies upon in this regard on the matters set out in paragraphs 36 to 38 above and 

the summary economic analysis in paragraphs 124 and following below.        

D. P4U’s DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENTS WITH THE MNO DEFENDANTS  

40. P4U had the following material trading agreements with the MNO Defendants for the sale 

of Connections.  

EE Agreement  

41. There had been a series of trading agreements between P4U and EE or its predecessor 

companies that governed P4U’s sale of EE’s mobile telephone products and/or 

Connections to customers. The earliest such trading agreement was between P4U and 

Orange Personal Communication Services dated 19 May 1999.   

42. In substitution for such trading agreements, P4U and EE entered into an agreement dated 

10 October 2012 (the “EE Agreement”) pursuant to which P4U was entitled to sell EE 

Connections to customers. Under the EE Agreement, in consideration of P4U promoting 

and selling EE-connected mobile phones, SIM cards and accessories and services on for 

EE, and procuring for EE contracts with customers, P4U received commissions reflecting 

a share of the costs of acquiring and retaining customers and of the revenues generated 

from the customer contracts. Accordingly, EE’s and P4U’s commercial interests and 

incentives in relation to the sale of Connections were largely aligned.  

43. The EE Agreement included, in material part, the following express terms: 
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(a) The EE Agreement was due to expire on 30 September 2015 (unless earlier renewed, 

replaced or extended). 

(b) Clause 13.2 provided: 

“EE hereby undertakes and agrees that it will in good faith observe and 

perform the terms and conditions of this Agreement and in particular EE 

shall, and shall procure that its employees, agents and subcontractors will: 

13.2.1. comply with all legislation and regulations…” 

(c) Clause 13.11 provided: 

“EE hereby undertakes and agrees with P4U that it will act in good faith 

and not carry out any activity designed to reduce or avoid the making of any 

Revenue Share Payment(s) to P4U as contemplated by this Agreement.” 

44. P4U will rely on the terms of the EE Agreement for their full meaning and effects. A true 

copy of the EE Agreement is attached to these Particulars of Claim at Annexe A. 

Vodafone Agreement  

45. In respect of P4U’s sales of Vodafone UK Connections, P4U and Vodafone UK were 

parties to a Pay Monthly Dealer Agreement dated 15 May 2009. 

46. In substitution for such agreement, P4U and Vodafone UK entered into a pay monthly 

dealer agreement dated 16 August 2011 (the “Vodafone Agreement”). Under the 

Vodafone Agreement, in consideration for P4U promoting and selling the mobile phones, 

SIM cards and accessories and services, and procuring for Vodafone UK contracts with 

customers, P4U received commissions reflecting a share of the costs of acquiring and 

retaining customers and of the revenues generated from the customer contracts. 

Accordingly, Vodafone UK’s and P4U’s commercial interests and incentives in relation 

to the sale of Connections were largely aligned. 

47. The Vodafone Agreement was to continue until 31 October 2014 and afterwards, unless 

and until terminated by either party on at least six months’ written notice, to expire on or 

at any time after 1 November 2014. As may be relevant, P4U will rely on the terms of the 

Vodafone Agreement for their full meaning and effects.  
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O2 Agreement  

48. By an agreement dated 9 March 2009 (as amended thereafter), P4U and O2 agreed the 

terms upon which P4U would market certain O2 products and services to end-users and 

procure Connections for O2 in consideration for the payment of commissions by O2 (the 

“O2 Agreement”). Under the O2 Agreement, in consideration for P4U promoting and 

selling the mobile phones, SIM cards and accessories and services, and procuring for O2 

contracts with customers, P4U received commissions reflecting a share of the costs of 

acquiring and retaining customers and of the revenues generated from the customer 

contracts. Accordingly, O2’s and P4U’s commercial interests and incentives in relation 

to the sale of Connections were largely aligned. 

49. The O2 Agreement commenced on 1 January 2009 and was due to expire on 31 January 

2014. As may be relevant, P4U will rely on the terms of the O2 Agreement for their full 

meaning and effects. 

E. THE FACTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CLAIM 

50. As set out in paragraphs 25 to 27 above, MNOs sold Connections in the UK market either 

directly through their own outlets, or indirectly through retail intermediaries, of which 

only P4U and CPW had any significant presence by 2013/2014.  

O2 decides not to renew the O2 Agreement  

51. From 31 January 2013, pursuant to the O2 Agreement, O2 had authorised P4U to procure 

only certain types of Connections, namely upgrades and SIM-only Connections. In 

autumn 2013, P4U and O2 entered negotiations to extend the O2 Agreement, which was 

due to expire on 31 January 2014.  

52. On or around 10 October 2013, Mr Ronan Dunne, CEO of O2, informed Mr Timothy 

Whiting (P4U Group CEO) and Philip Dobson (Deputy P4U Group CEO) that O2 did not 

intend to renew the O2 Agreement.  In particular: 

(a) O2’s decision not to renew the O2 Agreement came abruptly after a period from the 

latter half of 2013 during which O2 had been negotiating with P4U to renew the O2 

Agreement, and shortly after P4U and O2 had agreed that P4U would begin selling 

4G upgrade Connections under the O2 Agreement. 
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(b) O2 informed P4U that it was not renewing the O2 Agreement because, inter alia, it 

wanted to reduce its sales through indirect sales channels and focus on sales through 

only one intermediary, namely CPW, and not P4U. 

(c) Mr Dunne informed Mr Whiting and Mr Dobson that the decision not to renew was 

driven by O2’s “strategic”, rather than commercial, considerations.  

53. O2’s decision not to renew the O2 Agreement did not make any legitimate rational and/or 

commercial sense. In particular: 

(a) Pursuant to the O2 Agreement, P4U had procured a substantial proportion of O2’s 

customer base, amounting to approximately 18% of O2’s annual new Connections.  

(b) As outlined above, (i) P4U’s customer base was largely young and technologically 

sophisticated, and (ii) P4U attracted most of its customers to its stores irrespective of 

which particular networks it offered. When such customers returned to a P4U store 

for an upgrade of their O2 contracts, if an O2 Connection was no longer available 

through P4U, those customers would be expected to switch to another MNO 

Defendant (namely, one of EE and Vodafone UK) through P4U. O2 had previously 

sought to use CPW as an exclusive retailer in preference to P4U, but then abandoned 

any exclusive relationship. P4U repeats and relies upon the facts and matters in 

paragraphs 35 to 39 above. 

(c) Accordingly, an obvious and foreseeable effect of O2’s decision would be that O2 

would lose to its MNO Defendant competitors a significant number of customers who 

bought their Connections through P4U, including the great majority of existing O2 

customers who shopped at P4U. In practice, after the expiry of the O2 Agreement, 

those P4U customers to whom P4U had previously sold Connections to O2 were 

typically sold Connections to other networks when they approached P4U. 

O2 reveals the fact of anti-competitive commitments 

54. At a meeting on 27 January 2014, which took place at O2’s offices in Slough, Mr Whiting 

asked Mr Dunne to explain and reconsider the decision not to renew the O2 Agreement. 

At that meeting and/or in a side conversation between the two men:  
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(a) Mr Whiting expressed the view that the decision made no commercial sense, in 

particular as regards upgrade Connections. He pressed Mr Dunne to provide further 

or better reasons for the decision. 

(b) Mr Dunne said that, inter alia, O2 could not extend the O2 Agreement because to do 

so would breach “commitments” that Mr Cesar Alierta Izull, the Executive Chairman 

and CEO of Telefónica, had given to Mr Vittorio Colao, the CEO of Vodafone Group.   

(c) According to Mr Dunne, the same “commitments” had been given by Ms Eva Castillo 

Sanz, the Chairwoman and CEO of Telefónica Europe, to Mr Philipp Humm, 

Regional CEO of Vodafone Group’s European division.  

(d) Mr Dunne said that he was “less sure” of EE’s intentions in this respect because, 

according to his account, Mr Olaf Swantee, CEO of EE, was not “inclined” to discuss 

EE’s distribution plans. Mr Whiting understood from this that Mr Dunne and/or other 

persons representing O2 or its corporate group had made an approach to Mr Swantee 

of EE with a view to discussing the MNO Defendants’ intentions in respect of sales 

through retail intermediaries in the UK. In about February 2014, Mr Swantee 

informed Mr Whiting that he had indeed been approached by Mr Dunne. (see 

paragraph 56 below). 

55. Mr Whiting reported on his conversation with Mr Dunne on 27 January 2014 in an email 

that he sent to Mr Steven Lloyd, the Chief Legal Officer and Company Secretary of P4U 

on 31 January 2014, in the following terms, which are averred to reflect the events that 

took place: 

“During my meeting with Ronan [Dunne] on 27th January I witnessed some 

concerning potential anti-competitive behaviour. We were discussing a 3 

month extension to our existing deal to discuss further commercial terms. 

Ronan gave one of the reasons for not wanting to do this was that César 

Alierta Izuel (CEO, Telefonica) had given commitments to Vettorio Colao 

[sic] (CEO, Vodafone) and Eva Castillo Sanz (CEO, Telefonica Europe) the 

same commitments to Phillip Humm (Regional CEO, Vodafone Europe). He 

went on to say that he was less sure of the intentions of EE with respect to 

independent distribution because Olaf Swantee (CEO, EE) was not inclined 

to discuss EE distribution plans. 

I believe this behaviour to be inappropriate but do not think we should do 

anything at this time at risk of damaging network relationships.” 
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56. In or around February 2014, Mr Whiting met with Mr Swantee of EE. Mr Swantee told 

Mr Whiting that Mr Dunne had approached him and attempted to have an “inappropriate” 

conversation regarding cooperation between the MNO Defendants in the UK market. Mr 

Swantee claimed to have rebuffed the approach. Mr Swantee further claimed that EE had 

prepared a letter to be sent to Telefónica protesting at O2’s approach. As to this: 

(a) P4U has sought a copy of any such letter from EE but none has been supplied.  

(b) EE has stated through its solicitors that it is not aware of any letter of protest having 

been prepared. 

(c) O2 has stated through its solicitors that it was not aware of ever having received such 

a letter. 

(d) Pending disclosure, it is accordingly to be inferred that such a letter was not drafted 

or, in the alternative, even if it was drafted, it was not sent.  

Negotiations to extend the EE Agreement  

57. In late 2013, long before the expiry of the EE Agreement on 30 September 2015, P4U 

was in negotiation with EE for the extension of the EE Agreement. 

58. At a meeting on or around 28 November 2013, representatives of EE indicated to Mr 

Whiting as follows: 

(a) EE would be seeking a seven-year extension of the EE Agreement. 

(b) It was prepared to move quickly to conclude a deal with P4U.  

(c) It might also consider taking an equity share in P4U, but any consideration of this 

possibility should be kept separate from an extension of the EE Agreement. 

59. On 24 February 2014, Dixons announced it was in discussions with CPW to merge to 

form a new entity, Dixons Carphone plc. At that time, P4U had 160 outlets in Dixon’s 

550 stores, pursuant to a concession agreement which was to expire in July 2015. These 

outlets (1) were only 22% of P4U’s total outlets, (2) accounted for a small proportion of 

P4U’s sales (approximately 10% of new Connections) and (3) tended to be less valuable 

sales to P4U because of the different typical characteristics of customers who visited 
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Dixons stores compared with the customers who visited P4U’s own stores: customers at 

Dixons stores tended to spend less per Connection and generated less profit to be shared 

between P4U and the relevant MNO.  

60. On 18 March 2014, Mr Lloyd of P4U sent Ms Angela Thomas, EE’s Head of Sales, Retail 

& Distribution, Legal Affairs, a draft amendment agreement to extend the EE Agreement 

until 30 September 2020.  

61. On 25 March 2014, Mr John Whittle, P4U’s Chief Commercial Officer, emailed Mr 

Whiting and Mr David Kassler of P4U a deal summary for an agreement with EE that 

was said to be “Awaiting EE Board approval expected week commencing 1st April”.  

62. By late March or April 2014: 

(a) EE and P4U had agreed in principle the broad heads of terms to extend their trading 

relationship beyond the remaining term of the EE Agreement (which was around 18 

months). 

(b) As summarised in Mr Lloyd’s email of 18 March 2014 (see paragraph 60 above), 

there was to be a five-year term from September 2015 with changes to the commission 

and value share in EE’s favour.  

(c) The extension only needed the approval of EE’s statutory board (which included 

representatives of EE’s shareholders, Deutsche and Orange), and the precise terms to 

be documented and executed.  

63. Between at least 8 April 2014 and 29 July 2014, EE’s UK commercial team, in particular 

Mr Marc Allera, EE’s Chief Commercial Officer, gave oral and written assurances to Mr 

Whiting and others at P4U to the effect that EE shareholder approval to extend the EE 

Agreement was very likely to be forthcoming and/or that there was no reason to doubt 

that such approval would be obtained. Specifically:  

(a) On 25 April 2014, Mr Lloyd emailed Ms Thomas, saying that Mr Whiting had spoken 

to Mr Allera and that, “…the expectation is for us to have an agreed form document 

by the end of next week. If that is in line with your instructions, can we catch up on 

Monday to make sure that we can try and conclude all the outstanding points to meet 

that time horizon.” 
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(b) On 12 May 2014, Mr Whiting spoke to Mr Swantee who was preparing for an EE 

board meeting the following week and who “Confirmed things should be ok on the 

deal”. 

(c) On 14 May 2014, Mr Allera emailed Mr Whiting to organise a meeting “to try and 

resolve the few outstanding issues we have…”. Subsequently, the same day, Mr Noel 

Hamil of EE emailed Mr Whittle of P4U, with the subject of his email “contract 

finalisation” to arrange a meeting “to finalise the outstanding elements of the 

contract…”. 

(d) On 28 May 2014, Mr Jason Mitchell, who was at that time P4U’s Associate Director 

of Revenue Assurance, emailed EE to discuss EE’s incremental margin payments on 

each Connection sold by P4U, noting “It does feel as if we are getting close…”. 

(e) On 10 June 2014, Ms Thomas emailed Mr Lloyd a revised draft amendment 

agreement.  

(f) On 12 June 2014, Mr Lloyd emailed Ms Thomas to “try and finalise” the amendment 

agreement.  

(g) On 19 June 2014, Mr Lloyd emailed Ms Thomas and said he assumed that EE would 

speak to Mr Mitchell “directly today to finalise”.  

(h) On 23 June 2014, Messrs Whiting and Kassler met Messrs Swantee and Allera, and 

said that they were willing to meet EE’s shareholders to explain the P4U strategy. At 

or around this time, Mr Allera told Mr Whiting orally that the renewal of the EE 

Agreement was a “done deal”.  

(i) On 1 July 2014, Mr Whiting emailed Mr Swantee and referred to the delay in 

finalising the agreement.  

(j) On 27 July 2014, Mr Allera telephoned Mr Whiting to apologise for the delay, but 

said that EE’s board would not discuss the issue before September 2014.  

64. While P4U’s draft agreement with EE was waiting for EE shareholder approval, on 5 June 

2014, Bloomberg and The Times reported on the potential flotation of EE by its owners 
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Deutsche and Orange, and quoted Mr Gervais Pellissier, Deputy Chief Executive and 

Head of Europe for Orange and Chairman of EE, as follows:  

“He said that the company would revisit a plan to list the business in six to 

nine months’ time. ‘We had difficulty positioning EE as a returns story or a 

growth story. We have told Olaf [Swantee] you have six months to position 

us as a dividend story or a growth story.’ 

Mr Pellissier said that the role of “middlemen” Dixons Carphone and 

Phones4U, which control 40% of the market, will also affect its decision over 

EE. The company is reviewing its strategy for working with third-party 

retailers. ‘I would like to get rid of both if it was my choice but I cannot 

decide it,’ he said.”  

65. After the publication of the above comments, Mr Whiting sent to Mr Allera an SMS 

message referring to the press article. Mr Allera replied on 5 June 2014 at 6.39pm “…you 

shouldn’t believe everything you read in the newspapers – you know that!”. P4U avers 

that, contrary to Mr Allera’s SMS, Mr Pellissier did in fact make the remarks attributed 

to him and quoted in paragraph 64 above and that those remarks provided a fair summary 

of the position and the views of Orange and EE at the time.  

66. On 8 June 2014, the Daily Telegraph reported that EE had threatened to pull out of its 

relationship with CPW. The report said, in material part, as follows, and is averred to have 

provided a fair summary of the position: 

“…EE has not made a final decision to end its relationship with Carphone 

Warehouse, sources said. But it would be the result of two of the three 

possible scenarios under advanced discussion. 

The mobile operator is a joint venture between Orange, the former French 

state telecoms monopoly, and Deutsche Telekom, its German counterpart. 

Gervais Pellissier, the deputy chief executive of Orange, last week urged EE 

to “get rid” of third party retailers and deal direct to consumers. 

His comments signalled the widespread desire among European mobile 

operators to cut out the middlemen and sell to more consumers directly. They 

have seen their profits eroded in recent years by regulation and competition 

and increasingly resent the impact of third party retailers on margins.” 

(emphasis added) 

67. On 31 July 2014, in response to EE’s ongoing failure to make progress in obtaining 

shareholder approval from Deutsche and Orange, Mr Whiting emailed Mr Swantee, 

saying as follows:  
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“I understand from Marc [Allera] that we still have made little progress in 

getting shareholder approval at your end for our deal and as we are now in 

the holiday period this is not imminent. We are disappointed and frustrated 

by this as we have for some time believed it to be the key to unlocking 

significant value for both businesses. 

Rather than leaving the current deal on the table we think it is best to 

withdraw it and leave the ball in your court as to when you are in a position 

to take these discussions forward. 

We remain completely committed to our partnership and maximizing the 

value to both businesses of our existing contract. We see EE as a key 

strategic partner for the long term and believe both business [sic] would 

benefit from clarity and the ability to plan for the future. We do acknowledge 

that as there is 15 months still to run on the existing contract there may seem 

a lack of urgency from your shareholders. We will of course be open to 

engage in conversations on contract extensions as soon as you think these 

conversations are deliverable.” 

68. Accordingly, as of late July 2014: 

(a) An agreement in principle had been reached between EE’s UK commercial team and 

P4U in respect of an extension.  

(b) It appeared, from what EE was telling P4U, that the only barrier to final agreement 

and the only cause for delay was that EE was waiting for shareholder approval from 

Deutsche and Orange.  

(c) Further, for the reasons set out in paragraph 38 above, approval for such extension 

was the natural and/or obvious course of action: absent collusion and/or anti-

competitive conduct, it would not have made any rational and/or commercial sense 

for EE to stop supplying P4U with Connections because EE would lose, and any 

competitor MNO Defendant would benefit from and/or receive the future volume of 

business from P4U’s sales channel. Further, it is averred that any commercial 

arrangement with any other retail intermediary (such as CPW) could not have 

sufficiently compensated EE for the loss of future volumes of business from P4U’s 

sales channels. 

Negotiations to extend the Vodafone Agreement  

69. While P4U was negotiating to extend the EE Agreement, P4U was also negotiating with 

Vodafone UK to extend the Vodafone Agreement.  
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70. The Vodafone Agreement could be terminated on six months’ notice at any point from 

31 April 2014 (and if notice of termination was given on that day, the Vodafone 

Agreement would terminate on 31 October 2014). Until such notice to terminate was 

given, the Vodafone Agreement would continue on a rolling basis.  

71. On 29 January 2014, Vodafone UK’s Mr Kevin Tubb (Head of Business Development), 

Ms Cindy Rose (Consumer Director) and Mr Phil Roberson (Head of Indirect Sales), met 

P4U’s Messrs Whiting, Dobson, Kassler and Whittle, and indicated that Vodafone UK 

sought a five-year extension of the Vodafone Agreement. 

72. Further:  

(a) On 31 January 2014 Mr Tubb emailed P4U “High level points” which recorded, inter 

alia, “Target 1 April to terminate existing deal and move to new one”.  

(b) After a meeting on 7 February 2014, Mr Tubb emailed P4U to record further points 

arising, including, inter alia, as follows: 

“New actions 

Vodafone to build on discussion had and respond with formal/agreed 

principles for deal…”  

(c) On 10 February 2014, Mr Roberson emailed Mr Whittle to set out the “agreed 

principles that the new arrangement needs to deliver on…”. 

(d) In spring 2014, P4U and Vodafone UK made substantial progress in agreeing terms 

for extension of the Vodafone Agreement. In particular:  

(i) On 27 May 2014, Mr Whittle sent Mr Roberson a proposed term sheet with “final 

two areas that we need to close”.  

(ii) In early June 2014, the Vodafone UK commercial team met P4U at the P4U’s 

offices in Stoke-on-Trent. After the meeting, on 5 June 2014, Ms Rose emailed 

Messrs Whiting and Kassler, copying in Mr Jeroen Hoencamp, CEO of Vodafone 

UK:  

“…It was great to meet the team and hear your collective thoughts on 

market trends, etc., definitely long overdue. I also wanted to 

acknowledge that we have the heads of terms document from John 
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[Whittle] and we are actively reviewing. I believe there was a call this 

morning to go through it and another one is scheduled shortly.” 

73. Accordingly, by the end of June 2014, the situation was as follows: 

(a) The broad terms on which P4U and Vodafone UK intended to extend their 

relationship were agreed in principle. 

(b) The expectation of P4U and, at least it appeared from what Vodafone UK 

representatives had told P4U, the expectation of Vodafone UK was that an agreement 

to extend the Vodafone Agreement would soon be finalised.  

(c) The broad terms of such an agreement were set out in a Vodafone UK presentation 

prepared for the Vodafone Group, in which P4U was identified as Vodafone UK’s 

“Partner of Choice”: see below at paragraph 74(c).  

74. Notwithstanding the above, the finalisation of any such agreement with Vodafone UK 

was delayed pending the approval of Vodafone Group. In particular: 

(a) On 10 June 2014, Ms Rose emailed Mr Whiting and Mr Kassler to apologise for 

Vodafone Group’s delay. She referred to a forthcoming meeting between herself, 

Messrs Hoencamp, Colao and Humm, and said “I am hoping we come out of that 

session with the full support to proceed”.  

(b) On 4 July 2014, in an SMS message, Ms Rose informed Mr Whiting that she had had 

a “good session” with P4U’s management, and that “Further discussions planned next 

week with Vittorio [Colao] and others, fingers crossed”.  

(c) In order to obtain the approval of Vodafone Group, on or around 8 July 2014, 

Vodafone UK prepared a presentation for the Vodafone Group board, entitled 

“Phones 4u – Partner of Choice”. The presentation set out the key terms of the 

proposed extended commercial relationship between Vodafone UK and P4U 

(including a four-year duration from November 2014 with changes to the commission 

and value share in Vodafone UK’s favour, as well as improved Vodafone UK 

branding in P4U stores). The strategic advantages of such a relationship were 

identified. P4U has seen only a partly redacted version of the presentation, provided 

to it by Vodafone UK. The presentation referred, inter alia, to the creation of value 
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by P4U and the promotion of the Vodafone brand by P4U. It also said, in material 

part, as follows (although P4U relies on the whole document): 

“3. Phones 4u strengths in digital enthusiast segment provides a VF 

growth engine with a younger audience 

● Vodafone typically over indexes in older customers, specifically 45- 54 

and over 65’s 

● Phones4U significantly over indexes in the youth segment and therefore 

compliments Vodafone direct far better than any other channel. … 

4. Bring the Vodafone brand to the indirect market – short term 

● Vodafone branded bays in existing format stores 

● Two potential options presented but P4U will work with Vodafone to 

ensure they maximise the space targeting P4U’s core demographic 

4. Bring the Vodafone brand to the indirect market – new store concept 

role out 

● Putting the Vodafone brand at the heart of a new concept in mobile 

communications retailing with refreshed P4U stores 

● Targeted at the P4U’s strengths in the youth market which compliments 

Vodafone directs demographic. …”  

(d) On 25 July 2014, Mr Kassler spoke to Ms Rose, who informed him that she was going 

to meet Mr Humm and “will be pushing to sign’” the agreement. Mr Kassler noted 

“Very supportive conversation, but it’s out of the [Vodafone] UK’s hands at the 

moment”.  

75. In the premises, as at the start of July 2014, the situation was as follows: 

(a) Vodafone UK was, or at least appeared from its representatives statements to P4U to 

be, keen to extend the Vodafone Agreement. 

(b) The broad terms of such an extension had been agreed in principle. 

(c) Vodafone UK was waiting only for Vodafone Group to give its approval.  

(d) Further, for the reasons set out in paragraph 38 above, approval for such extension 

was the natural and/or obvious course of action: absent collusion and/or anti-

competitive conduct, it would not have made rational and/or commercial sense for 
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Vodafone UK to stop supplying P4U with Connections. Further, it is averred that any 

commercial arrangement with any other retail intermediary (such as CPW) could not 

have sufficiently compensated Vodafone UK for the loss of future volumes of 

business from P4U’s sales channels. 

Project Spring 

76. While P4U was negotiating with Vodafone UK, in or around late 2013, Vodafone Group 

decided to expand its branded operations as part of a project known as Project Spring. On 

17 December 2013, Ms Rose emailed Mr Whiting as follows:  

“As we’ve discussed, our Project Spring investment is intended to accelerate 

and enhance our Vodafone branded presence in the high street both through 

direct and indirect distribution channels. I want to reassure you that P4U is 

an important part of our overall distribution strategy and we remain 

committed to accelerating the renegotiation of our terms of trade…” 

77. As part of Project Spring, on 3 April 2014, Vodafone Group announced plans to open 150 

new retail outlets in the UK. The Financial Times accurately reported Mr Hoencamp 

saying that Vodafone UK would review its existing contracts with CPW and P4U and that 

“I can see us having fewer indirect partners”.  

78. On 26 April 2014, Mr Colao emailed Mr Whiting, copying in Messrs Humm and 

Hoencamp, saying: 

“…I expressed to Tim [Whiting] our discomfort with an indirect distribution 

model (not partners, we are fine with P4U) which debrands and 

commodotizes [sic] us. And we are investing much more in network, systems 

and care, we will have to have a retail presence (direct and indirect) more 

distinctive and branded than today in the UK.” 

Vodafone Group’s and EE’s potential acquisition of P4 

79. At or around this time in April 2014, at the suggestion of BC Partners, Mr David 

Giampaolo, Chief Executive of Pi Capital, enquired with Mr Colao whether Vodafone 

Group was interested in acquiring P4U. Mr Colao did not dismiss the idea, and Mr 

Giampaolo continued to discuss the matter with Mr Colao. In particular: 

(a) On 12 June 2014, Mr Giampaolo again raised the idea with Mr Colao at the Founder’s 

Forum Conference at Chandler’s Ford, UK. 
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(b) Mr Colao said that he could not see Vodafone Group acquiring P4U unless it could 

be confident that EE would continue to use P4U as an indirect sales channel.  

(c) Later that same day, Mr Colao spoke again to Mr Giampaolo. Mr Colao said that he 

had spoken to Mr Swantee of EE and that they had both agreed that they wanted to 

acquire P4U on a 50:50 basis, subject to regulatory approval.  

80. Accordingly, in or around July 2014, both Vodafone Group/Vodafone UK and EE were 

considering whether their potential joint acquisition of P4U would receive competition 

clearance and/or regulatory approval.  

81. In this context, on 1 August 2014, Mr Kassler emailed Messrs Whiting, Whittle and 

Lloyd, saying:  

“I just finished a call with Cindy Rose – she had spent 6 hours on Wednesday 

with Philip Hum [sic]. She said that the evaluation of the strategic option 

they had been considering is almost finished (although she is not party to the 

details) and she thinks it is concluding that a) the numbers don’t add up and 

b) competition law wouldn’t allow a tie up involving another network. 

So they are probably going to be back to a straightforward decision on the 

deal. The context for that was good – EE’s latest results announcement has 

put Vodafone UK’s Q1 results in the spotlight – EE’s net customer adds were 

almost three times higher than Vodafone and Cindy attributed the majority 

of that to EE taking 72% of our business in Q1 (her numbers). So the tactic 

of putting pressure on them though volume share may end up working, albeit 

with delayed reaction time. Although the UK are taking some heat for this 

poor performance, at least that would make the decision a very clear choice 

between short term stagnation/decline and growth, which is helpful.  

There are more internal meetings today and Monday – she is going to call 

again on Monday with an update…” 

82. During her conversation with Mr Kassler, Ms Rose repeatedly used the term “going 

concern” in reference to P4U. Mr Kassler sent a further email of the same date to Mr 

Quadrio-Curzio of BC Partners, stating, inter alia, as follows, which email is averred to 

provide an accurate summary of the conversation with Ms Rose and the inferences that 

could reasonably be drawn from its content: 

“…One point I didn’t want to share with the team is that Cindy used the term 

‘going concern’ three or four times in the conversation – which was pretty 

unusual language. It was in the context of the competition law issue (‘we 

couldn’t do this while you are a going concern – it would be easier if you 

weren’t’.) It suggests to me that they may have considered the scenario of 
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refusing supply which they assume would lead to our being unable to meet 

our obligations, and then profiting from the aftermath either operationally 

or in a transaction, possibly with EE. I may be over-interpreting, but it was 

a strange phrase to use more than once…” 

Parallel discussions between CPW and EE, and between CPW and Vodafone UK  

83. During the period in which P4U was seeking to extend the EE Agreement and the 

Vodafone Agreement, EE and Vodafone were also each in discussion with CPW to extend 

their trading agreements with CPW on an exclusive basis. As regards EE, P4U has not 

seen the relevant contractual arrangements but contends that they created a relationship 

of exclusivity, either arising from contractual terms as to exclusivity and/or as a matter of 

the obvious commercial effect of the contractual arrangeements given, for example, the 

sales volumes guaranteed to CPW under those arrangements. All references below to 

exclusivity in the agreement between EE and CPW below encompass both forms of 

exclusivity.  

84. These discussions appear to have been part of a CPW project which P4U now understands 

was known as “Project Highlander”, but of which P4U was unaware at the time. 

Specifically: 

(a) At or around the time of the announcement of the merger between CPW and Dixons 

mentioned in paragraph 59 above in February 2014, CPW established a team to 

implement “Project Highlander”. It is to be inferred that this codename was a 

reference to the film entitled Highlander, which contained the tagline “There can be 

only one”.  

(b) P4U’s knowledge of Project Highlander is necessarily limited, but so far as P4U 

currently understands, Project Highlander’s objective was to make CPW the only 

retail intermediary in the UK and so, expressly or by necessary implication, to put 

P4U out of business. CPW aimed to achieve the Project Highlander objective by 

entering into exclusive agreements with the MNO Defendants which precluded them 

from selling Connections through P4U. 

(c) P4U’s knowledge of CPW’s discussions with EE and Vodafone UK is necessarily 

limited at this stage, but as far as P4U currently understands, from at least April 2014 

CPW was in discussions with EE and Vodafone UK with a view to entering exclusive 
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agreements, as a consequence of which EE and Vodafone UK would cease to supply 

Connections to P4U.  

85. At all material times, P4U was unaware of the parallel discussions and/or negotiations 

between EE and CPW and Vodafone UK and CPW and, in particular, the pursuit of 

exclusivity. At no time did either EE or Vodafone UK ask P4U to propose terms for 

agreements on an exclusive basis comparable with those agreements which each was 

negotiating with CPW. If EE and/or Vodafone UK had sought similar exclusive deals 

with P4U: 

(a) EE and Vodafone UK would have been in a position to make a better-informed 

assessment of the commercial value of the CPW proposals. 

(b) P4U may have offered exclusive terms that were comparable or superior to those 

offered by CPW, whether objectively and/or from the particular perspective of the 

relevant MNO Defendant.  

(c) P4U would inevitably have been able and willing to offer more favourable terms than 

those it had offered for a non-exclusive agreement with each of them.  

(d) It is to be inferred that EE and Vodafone UK, as sophisticated commercial operators, 

must have known that there would be these benefits to seeking terms for exclusivity 

from P4U. 

86. In these circumstances, it is to be inferred from their failure to seek an offer for exclusivity 

from P4U that (as a result of the collusion pleaded herein) each of Vodafone UK and EE 

knew or had an increased degree of confidence as to the following facts: 

(a) That EE (in the case of Vodafone UK) and Vodafone UK (in the case of EE) intended 

to enter into an exclusive agreement with CPW. 

(b) That the concertation necessary to achieve their common and/or joint objective of 

removing one of the retail intermediaries would therefore only be achieved if it too 

entered into an exclusive agreement with CPW.   

87. Even in these circumstances, however, there would have been some benefit to obtaining 

an exclusive offer from P4U, if only to use it to benchmark the commercial terms offered 
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by CPW. It is to be inferred that EE and Vodafone UK refrained from seeking such an 

offer because to do so would have risked tipping off P4U as to the ongoing negotiations 

with CPW and/or to the possibility of collusion in that regard. 

Vodafone UK agrees an exclusive agreement with CPW and terminates the Vodafone 

Agreement  

88. In or around mid-July 2014, Vodafone UK entered into an exclusive agreement with CPW 

pursuant to which Vodafone UK appointed CPW to sell Vodafone UK Connections 

and/or Vodafone UK agreed not to trade with P4U beyond 1 February 2015.  

89. Under the Vodafone Agreement, Vodafone UK was obliged to give P4U six months’ 

written notice for the Vodafone Agreement to expire at any time after 1 November 2014. 

Accordingly, for the purposes of any exclusive agreement with CPW from 1 February 

2015, Vodafone UK should have given notice to P4U by 1 August 2014. 

90. Vodafone UK did not, however, give P4U notice of any termination on 1 August 2014. It 

was not until 6 August 2014 that, without warning, Ms Rose (who at that time was abroad 

on holiday) telephoned Mr Kassler to inform him that Vodafone UK would not agree to 

an extension or enter into any new agreement with P4U, but, on the contrary, had decided 

to terminate the Vodafone Agreement.  

91. On 7 August 2014, Vodafone UK sent P4U a formal notice of termination of the Vodafone 

Agreement, giving six months’ notice of termination to take effect on 9 February 2015. 

Mr Kassler sent a letter to Ms Rose, saying in material part as follows:  

“Obviously we were very shocked and disappointed to learn last night that 

you are considering termination of our trading agreement – and that 

Vodafone Group have struggled to reconcile both the investment in Project 

Spring stores and a deal extension with Phones4U. We had understood from 

our many and long discussions that Phones4U was Vodafone’s indirect 

partner of choice in the UK with a proven ability to add high-value and 

complementary customers to Vodafone in the UK. We also understood that 

as a UK management team you were finally recommending the approval of 

the agreed 3-5 year deal with us to your Group colleagues. …” 

92. P4U was unaware at all material times that Vodafone UK had entered into an exclusive 

agreement with CPW.  

93. On 7 August 2014, the merger between CPW and Dixons was completed. 
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EE agrees an exclusive agreement with CPW 

94. On or around 6 August 2014, EE also agreed to enter into an exclusive agreement with 

CPW which had the effect of precluding EE from selling Connections through P4U upon 

the expiry of the EE Agreement. That was the same day on which Vodafone UK informed 

P4U that it would terminate the Vodafone Agreement.  

95. EE’s agreement with CPW was subject to EE board and/or shareholder approval from 

Deutsche and Orange. P4U understands that final board and/or shareholder approval was 

given on 29 August 2014.   

96. P4U was unaware at all material times that EE had entered into an exclusive agreement 

with CPW.  

Vodafone UK appears to continue negotiations with P4U  

97. Although by 7 August 2014 Vodafone UK had (1) entered into an exclusive agreement 

with CPW (with the result that it could not extend its trading relationship with P4U 

beyond 1 February 2015) and (2) given notice to terminate the Vodafone Agreement, 

Vodafone UK acted so as to give P4U the impression that it was able to extend or replace, 

and was willing to consider extending or replacing, the Vodafone Agreement.   

98. In particular, in the light of Vodafone UK’s notice of termination, Mr Whiting informed 

Ms Rose by telephone on 7 August 2014 that P4U would need to notify the Irish Stock 

Exchange (on which some of P4U’s debt was listed) of Vodafone UK’s decision. In this 

conversation:  

(a) Ms Rose told Mr Whiting that Vodafone UK did not want the notice of termination 

to be disclosed and/or that the notification to the Irish Stock Exchange should be 

avoided (at least for a time). 

(b) Ms Rose indicated that Vodafone UK was prepared to have further discussions with 

P4U and remained open to negotiations until towards the end of August 2014.  

99. In reliance on these assurances, P4U decided that it did not, at that time, need to make 

any announcement to the Irish Stock Exchange. 
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100. On 8 August 2014, Mr Whittle had a further conversation with Messrs Roberson and 

Tubb. Mr Whittle’s note recorded, inter alia, the following: 

(a) There was “[a]greement that the UK team and Voda UK were aligned in the deal that 

was presented”. 

(b) Vodafone UK was under pressure from Vodafone Group not to continue the Vodafone 

Agreement, but instead to expand the Vodafone direct sales channel with Vodafone 

retail outlets in the UK.  

(c) The decision not to extend the Vodafone Agreement, although it had formally been 

taken in the UK, was a “clear “implied” direction” from Vodafone Group.   

(d) Vodafone UK’s Project Spring was forecasting a “re-balance of direct vs indirect 

[sales] in early 2015 – creating an in year P&L challenge”.  

(e) The Vodafone UK representatives “implied and would not expand on – other activity 

occurring that would improve their direct presence.” 

(f) The Vodafone UK representatives “accept that they are taking a “leap of faith”…”. 

(g) “All question[s] regarding CPW were avoided…The reason they are talking to us and 

not CPW is a function of the timings of the deal”.  

101. Mr Kassler and Mr Whiting met Mr Hoencamp and Ms Rose on 27 August 2014. At the 

meeting: 

(a) P4U said that the Vodafone UK decision was a complete surprise to P4U in view of 

(i) the “in principle” agreement made between P4U and the Vodafone UK team and 

(ii) the P4U presentation which Vodafone UK had given to Vodafone Group: see 

paragraph 75(c) above.  

(b) Vodafone UK sought a further proposal from P4U.  

102. Accordingly, on 28 August 2014 Mr Kassler emailed Ms Rose and Mr Hoencamp a 

proposal which offered Vodafone UK everything that it had sought in its negotiations, 

including but not limited to the “transfer of a number of stores from P4U to Vodafone, to 

accelerate value from Project Spring”.  
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103. On 29 August 2014, Messrs Kassler and Whiting again met Ms Rose and Mr Hoencamp 

to consider P4U’s further proposal. Notwithstanding the fact that P4U offered Vodafone 

UK all the commercial terms which the latter had previously sought, Vodafone UK 

rejected P4U’s proposal. Thus:- 

(a) After the meeting, later that evening Ms Rose emailed Mr Whiting as follows: 

“At our meeting, Jeroen [Hoencamp] and I explained in some detail the 

commercial reasons for Vodafone’s decision to issue its notice of termination 

of the Phones4U distribution agreement of 6 August. I would like to confirm, 

for the reasons that we explained, that our decision remains unchanged and 

therefore that the notice of termination stands…” 

(b) On 30 August 2014, Mr Whiting replied:    

“…The last commercial offer made to Vodafone included all the commercial 

terms that Vodafone had requested to do a deal. Indeed it was also made 

clear that if those requirements had now changed Phones 4u would consider 

any to [sic] the commercial terms that Vodafone required. After 

consideration you stated that there were no commercial terms that would 

change your decision. The only reason you gave in the meeting was that the 

decision had been made and you were not in a position to change it…” 

(c) On 31 August 2014, Ms Rose said:  

“…following 10 months of negotiations decisions had now been made and 

plans had been committed that we cannot unwind. I stressed to David 

[Kassler] on Wednesday evening that we would be happy to review any 

proposal you’d like to make, but I was really clear that what I would not be 

in a position to do is rescind the notice of termination...” 

P4U goes into administration 

104. On 29 August 2014, in the light of Vodafone UK’s refusal of any further discussions with 

P4U and rejection of P4U’s proposals, Mr Whiting telephoned Mr Allera of EE. During 

the telephone call, Mr Allera assured Mr Whiting that EE would be supportive of P4U. 

As set out in paragraph 68 above, as at the end of July 2014, EE’s UK commercial team 

had indicated to P4U that EE was only waiting for approval from Deutsche and Orange 

in order to proceed with the extension of the EE Agreement. P4U, which at that time was 

unaware that EE had already agreed to enter an exclusive agreement with CPW, had no 

reason to think that such approval would not be forthcoming.  
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105. P4U now understands that, on or around 29 August 2014, EE’s statutory board and/or 

shareholders approved the exclusive agreement between EE and CPW. This was the same 

day on which Vodafone UK informed P4U that it would no longer negotiate with P4U, 

irrespective of the terms which P4U had offered or could offer. 

106. On the evening of 29 August 2014, Mr Whiting emailed Mr Allera proposing, inter alia, 

that: (1) P4U and EE enter into an exclusive 6-week agreement during which period EE 

could decide whether to purchase P4U; (2) EE agree that P4U could purchase its stock 

requirements through EE if P4U’s credit insurers withdrew cover; and (3) from January 

2015, P4U would give up to 85% of its sales volume to EE. The email read, in material 

parts, as follows:  

“Short term 

1. We enter into an exclusive 6 week agreement for you to decide if you wish 

to purchase the business. We provide you with all the information you 

require to do a valuation. We will announce this in an agreed statement at 

7am on Monday morning which will also include the information that we will 

stop trading with Vodafone at the end of January 2015. 

2. You agree that should we need to (depending on the decision of the credit 

insurers) we can purchase our stock requirements through EE. Just by telling 

them we have this agreement will significantly help in our conversations with 

them. 

Longer term:  

3. From January 2015 we need further connections and/or cash support. Our 

current working capital allows us to fund between 10% and 15% on our own 

MVNO. We would therefore need you to increase the percentage of 

connections on to EE to 85% (an additional circa 150k connections in the 

year) to support our connections on to the MVNO with a cash mechanic.” 

107. P4U also informed EE at or around this time that it was in discussions with other MNOs, 

and it referred specifically to Three.  BT was, at that time, planning to launch a new 

MVNO in 2015, and, as a sophisticated participant in the relevant market(s), EE would 

have appreciated the possibility that BT would appoint P4U to distribute Connections on 

its behalf. EE was also aware that P4U was in discussions with comparable retailers to 

Dixons (such as Argos and ASDA) to sell Connections in their stores. EE was aware of 

this from discussions with P4U’s senior executives and/or P4U’s public statements and/or 

its statements to investors or other market participants amd/or from any other market 

intelligence available to EE. 
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108. Notwithstanding that Mr Allera had previously expressed EE’s support for P4U (see 

paragraph 104 above), after a series of EE meetings over the weekend of 30-31 August 

2014 (the contents of which are unknown to P4U), on 31 August 2014 Mr Swantee told 

Mr Whiting by telephone that EE would do nothing to support P4U.  

109. On Monday 1 September 2014, in the light of the fact that there was no prospect of P4U 

being able to continue selling EE and/or Vodafone UK Connections, P4U announced to 

the Irish Stock Exchange that Vodafone UK had terminated the Vodafone Agreement, 

and that it was not going to renew the Vodafone Agreement. 

110. In early September 2014, unexpectedly and without good reason, EE sent P4U a series of 

formal letters alleging various breaches of the EE Agreement. EE had not previously 

raised any of their complaints and/or concerns with P4U before issuing such formal 

correspondence.  

111. The allegations of breach that EE advanced in these formal letters were groundless and 

were, it is averred, a device intended to support and/or justify a termination of the EE 

Agreement and thereby precipitate the insolvency of P4U and/or the premature 

termination of the EE Agreement. In particular: 

(a) On 2 September 2014, EE alleged that reference to the EE Agreement in a Reuters 

news report concerning P4U’s announcement to the Irish Stock Exchange was a 

breach of the confidentiality provisions of the EE Agreement. It is averred that (1) the 

breach, if any, was not sufficiently serious to entitle EE to terminate the EE 

Agreement, (2) EE cannot plausibly have regarded it as such and (3) it is accordingly 

to be inferred that EE did not in fact so regard it.   

(b) On 4 September 2014, following a meeting with P4U on 3 September 2014, EE 

referred to the occurrence of an alleged “Draw Stop Event” in the EE Agreement and 

said that it “continue[s] to have significant concerns regarding the financial and 

solvency position of [P4U]”. No “Draw Stop Event” had occurred. Further, it was 

sufficiently obvious that no such event had occurred that it is to be inferred that EE 

did not genuinely believe that it had.   

(c) On 9 September 2014, EE alleged that P4U was in breach of the “Maximum Volume 

KPI” in the EE Agreement for the quarter ending 30 September 2014. There was no 
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such breach. Further, it was sufficiently obvious that no such breach had occurred that 

it is to be inferred that EE did not genuinely believe that it had. EE said that it reserved 

its rights and at this stage and did not “affirm or terminate” the EE Agreement.  

(d) In fifteen years of its trading relationship with EE, P4U had never previously received 

formal letters alleging serious breach of contract in circumstances where the matter 

of complaint and/or concern had not first been discussed commercially between EE’s 

and P4U’s representatives before the sending of any such correspondence. EE’s 

consistent practice was to first raise any concerns informally and to seek to resolve 

them in good faith. This is a further ground on which to infer that the alleged breaches 

identified in the September 2014 correspondence were not matters that EE genuinely 

regarded as sufficiently serious to justify termination but were instead advanced to 

generate a colourably legitimate basis on which to terminate the EE Agreement and/or 

to precipitate P4U ceasing to trade. 

112. By letter dated 12 September 2014 (the “12 September Letter”), EE informed P4U that 

the EE board had: 

“concluded that we will not be recommencing commercial negotiations with 

you as we have made a final decision not to replace or extend the terms of 

the [EE] Agreement.” 

113. EE (in particular Ms Thomas, with whom Mr Lloyd had been in regular contact) was at 

this time aware that:  

(a) In conjunction with the termination of the Vodafone Agreement, the consequence of 

EE’s decision (including the timing of its notification) would likely be to force P4U 

into administration and put it out of business. In particular, shortly after receiving the 

letter of 9 September 2014, Mr Lloyd had spoken to Ms Thomas by telephone and 

asked her to make sure that EE consider carefully how to proceed because there were 

“over 5,000 jobs at risk”. Ms Thomas replied “OK”.   

(b) A statement and/or announcement that the EE Agreement was certainly to terminate 

upon its expiry and without any prospect of replacement would likely result in the 

credit insurers of the credit terms provided by the handset manufacturers to P4U 

withdrawing that insurance cover, with the result that the handset manufacturers 

would require from P4U immediate payment for handsets on delivery.  
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(c) While the Group had, at that time, substantial cash reserves (in fact over £100 million, 

although the precise figure would not have been known to EE) and so could, in theory, 

have traded for a short period on such terms, these cash reserves would soon have 

been exhausted (in fact in five to six weeks, although this precise timescale would not 

have been known to EE) once suppliers or credit insurers withdrew credit, after which 

the Group would have no option but to cease trading. Mr Whiting had raised the risk 

of credit insurers withdrawing cover and the consequential effects on P4U in his email 

to Mr Allera of 29 August 2014 (see paragraph 106 above).  

(d) Accordingly, in the event of the withdrawal of the credit insurance cover, P4U would 

not be able to continue to trade for any material period.  

(e) Once P4U entered administration, EE would become entitled to terminate the EE 

Agreement forthwith pursuant to clause 14.1.2.  

114. Upon receipt of the 12 September Letter, Mr Lloyd telephoned Ms Thomas and asked her 

to reconsider the letter because of the fatal effect which it would have on P4U. She said 

she would check internally before responding substantively. Ms Thomas later emailed Mr 

Lloyd, copying in Mr Allera, to “confirm that our position remains as set out in the letter”.  

115. As a result of the matters set out above and given the termination and expiry of the O2 

Agreement, the termination and forthcoming expiry of the Vodafone Agreement in some 

six months, and the termination and forthcoming expiry of the EE Agreement in some 

twelve months (with no prospect of replacement, renewal or extension), all of which EE 

knew, the directors of P4U had no reasonable alternative but to apply to the High Court 

for an administration order. By Order of the High Court dated 15 September 2014, the 

Joint Administrators of P4U were appointed.  

116. Once P4U had gone into administration:  

(a) On 17 September 2014, EE gave notice to terminate the EE Agreement forthwith 

pursuant to clause 14.1.2 thereof, on grounds of P4U’s insolvency and the 

appointment of administrators. EE, by its own actions, had deliberately brought about 

such a state of affairs.  
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(b) On 18 September 2014, Vodafone UK terminated the Vodafone Agreement with 

immediate effect.    

(c) After the Joint Administrators had been appointed, and with the EE Agreement and 

Vodafone Agreement terminated, both Vodafone UK and EE entered into 

negotiations with the Joint Administrators to purchase P4U’s retail stores and other 

assets. In the event: 

(i) On or around 19 September 2014, Vodafone UK agreed to buy 143 stores for the 

total sum of £12.5 million. 

(ii) On or around 20 September 2014, EE agreed to buy 58 stores for the total sum of 

£2.5 million. 

(iii) On 29 October 2014, EE bought P4U’s MVNO, Life Mobile Limited, for £3.426 

million.  

117. As to these asset purchases, P4U avers as follows: 

(a) The prices of (1) the retail stores purchased by EE and/or Vodafone UK and (2) Life 

Mobile Limited would have been significantly higher had P4U not gone into 

administration. 

(b) EE and Vodafone UK (and their parent companies) would, as sophisticated 

commercial operators with their own retail networks, have appreciated in advance that 

one effect of P4U ceasing to trade would be that its assets, including its stores and 

Life Mobile Limited, would become available for purchase and at much lower prices 

than would have been the case in a sale of such assets by P4U as a going concern.   

118. In summary, over the course of a few weeks in September 2014:  

(a) P4U, a business with an annual turnover in excess of £1 billion and profits of hundreds 

of millions of pounds, went into administration worth a fraction of such amounts. 

(b) Vodafone UK and/or Vodafone Group had implemented the Vodafone objectives in 

Project Spring in that they had obtained a significant number of P4U’s retail stores at 

a fraction of the cost and time which it would otherwise have required. 
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(c) Both Vodafone UK/Vodafone Group and EE had acquired the P4U assets and 

business referred to in paragraph 116 above without having to overcome any of the 

regulatory hurdles that had persuaded them not to pursue a purchase in July 2014, 

which hurdles were (or were perceived by Vodafone UK/Vodafone Group and EE to 

be) contingent on P4U remaining a going concern. 

(d) The Defendants had achieved their objectives of removing and/or reducing the 

indirect sales channel in the UK market and/or of removing one of the major 

independent retail intermediaries in order to effect the process of the “market repair” 

for their mobile network operations in the UK.   

F. CLAIMS AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS  

As against all Defendants: claim for infringement of EU and UK competition law 

Article 101(1) TFEU and Chapter I  

119. Each of (1) EE, Deutsche and Orange, together, (2) Vodafone UK and Vodafone Group, 

together, and (3) O2, Telefónica and Telefónica Europe, together is an “undertaking” 

engaged in economic activity in, inter alia, the UK and/or other Member States of the 

European Union for the purposes of Article 101 TFEU and section 2 of Chapter I of the 

Act. As regards each of the undertakings, the parent companies were able to exercise and 

did exercise decisive influence over the subsidiary companies’ commercial policy in the 

UK. Such influence is to be inferred from the following facts: 

(a) The ownership structures under which the MNO Defendants were wholly owned by 

the parent companies (although in the case of EE, as to 50% for each of Deutsche and 

Orange).  

(b) The fact that the commitments pleaded in paragraph 54 above were given at group 

level and between parent companies but with the intention of governing the conduct 

of the UK entities. This is only consistent with a high degree of control over the UK 

corporate entities and their commercial policies being vested in the parent companies. 

(c) Further and as regards EE specifically, (1) the facts pleaded at paragraphs 14 to 15 

above, (2) the fact that, in mid-2014, EE reported to P4U that the proposed extension 

of the EE Agreement (although agreed in principle by the UK commercial team) 
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required the approval of Orange and Deutsche and/or their representatives on EE’s 

board (see paragraphs 62 to 68 above), (3) Mr Pellissier’s remarks pleaded at 

paragraphs 64 and 66 above, revealing Orange’s intention to control EE’s commercial 

strategy in the UK and (4) the fact that, in the event, EE acted so as to further its parent 

companies’ commercial objectives by ceasing to supply P4U and acquiring certain of 

its retail assets.  

(d) Further and as regards Vodafone UK specifically, (1) the fact pleaded at paragraph 18 

above, (2) the fact that, in mid-2014, Vodafone UK reported to P4U that the proposed 

extension of the Vodafone Agreement (although agreed in principle by the UK 

commercial team) required the approval of Vodafone Group and/or its representatives 

on Vodafone UK’s board (see paragraphs 74 to 75 above) and (3) the policy 

statements of Vodafone Group representatives as regards the implications of Project 

Spring in the UK, pleaded at paragraphs 76 to 78 above, revealing Vodafone Group’s 

intention to control Vodafone UK’s commercial strategy in the UK and (4) the fact 

that, in the event, Vodafone UK acted so as to further its parent company’s 

commercial objectives by ceasing to supply P4U and acquiring certain of its retail 

assets. 

(e) Further and as regards O2 specifically, (1) the facts pleaded at paragraph 20 above, 

(2) the fact that the supposed letter of protest in relation to O2’s anti-competitive 

approach to Mr Swantee of EE was to be sent to Telefónica as pleaded at paragraph 

56 above, rather than the subsidiary itself and (3) the fact that, in the event O2 acted 

in accordance with the commitments that had been given by its parent companies by 

ceasing to supply P4U.   

120. Article 101(1) TFEU and/or section 2 of Chapter I of the Act, in summary, prohibits 

agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings or concerted 

practices which may affect trade between the Member States and/or within the UK 

respectively, and which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or 

distortion of competition within the internal market and/or within the UK.  

121. Article 101(1) TFEU and/or section 2 of Chapter I of the Act prohibits any direct or 

indirect contact between undertakings the object or effect of which is either: (1) to 

influence the conduct on the market of an actual competitor or potential competitor; or 
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(2) to disclose to an actual competitor or potential competitor the course of conduct which 

the former has decided to adopt or was contemplating adopting on the market, reducing 

the risks inherent in genuine and unrestricted competition. 

122. For the reasons set out below, each Defendant undertaking was, and/or it is to be inferred 

was, party to an agreement and/or decision and/or concerted practice which had the object 

or effect of preventing and/or restricting and/or distorting competition in the market for 

Connections in the UK. In particular, each Defendant undertaking was party to direct or 

indirect contact(s), the object or effect of which was to influence the conduct on the 

market of each of the other Defendant undertakings as actual or potential competitors, or 

to disclose to each of the other Defendant undertakings the course of conduct on which 

each Defendant undertaking had decided to adopt or was contemplating adopting on the 

market for Connections in the UK. The object and/or effect of such contact and 

communication was the restriction of competition in the UK.  

123. It is averred that the agreement and/or concerted practice was capable of creating 

appreciable effects on trade between the Member States and/or within the UK, taking into 

account (1) the scale of P4U’s operations in the UK, (2) the significance of retail 

intermediaries in the UK market and the contrast to other Member States (as to which, 

see paragraphs 26 to 28 above), (3) the cross-border group structures and operations of 

the Defendant undertakings, (4) the MNO Defendant’s market shares in the UK and (5) 

the Defendant undertaking’s market shares in the EU more generally. 

Economic analysis  

124. For the reasons explained in paragraphs 38 to 39 above, it was only by an unlawful 

collusive agreement and/or concerted practice resulting in a refusal by all the MNO 

Defendants to supply Connections to P4U that each of the MNO Defendants could 

rationally and/or without intolerable commercial risk cease to supply P4U. No MNO 

Defendant acting rationally and/or in its own commercial interests would choose 

unilaterally to cease dealing with P4U in circumstances where P4U was likely to have 

one or more continuing commercial relationships with other competitor MNO Defendants 

(or another major MNO), because to do so would cause such MNO Defendant to lose 

significant market share of Connections to other MNO Defendants. An MNO Defendant 

that unilaterally ceased to deal with P4U could not have had sufficient confidence that its 

competitors would also to cease dealing with P4U and so cause P4U to cease trading 
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(which, it is averred, was necessary in order for the decision to cease supplying to result 

in a net benefit to the MNO). In particular, without prejudice to the expert economic 

evidence that P4U will serve in due course, P4U avers as follows:  

(a) The MNO Defendants were in competition with each other for new Connections. In a 

highly saturated and highly concentrated market, they sought to obtain market share 

at the expense of another major MNO rather than increase the size of the total market. 

If the MNO Defendants could not retain the majority of customers who had joined 

their networks through P4U, then they would lose market share in the event that they 

ended their relationship with P4U, unless P4U itself ceased trading. 

(b) Each MNO Defendant, in considering its commercial relationship with P4U, would 

compare the net present value (“NPV”) of its customers in the two alternative 

scenarios that either (1) it did or (2) it did not continue its commercial relationship 

with P4U. In this respect:  

(i) Where a customer purchased a Connection through P4U, each MNO Defendant 

would share with P4U the revenue and costs associated with that Connection. The 

relevant cash flows in relation to a Connection were: (1) the cost of a subsidised 

handset, (2) commissions payable to P4U or to other retailers, (3) the income 

from the customer and (4) the costs of servicing the customer under the contract.  

(ii) The NPV of a customer who joined an MNO Defendant network indirectly via 

P4U was less than the NPV of a customer who joined an MNO Defendant 

network directly. This is because in the former case the MNO Defendant shared 

the value of the customer with P4U. Nonetheless, the profits obtained by the 

MNO Defendants as a result of customers joining their networks via P4U were 

substantial. For example, in 2013, P4U generated: (1) approximately £171 

million of gross profit for EE and (2) approximately £140 million of gross profit 

for Vodafone UK, as a result of P4U procuring customers to join EE’s and 

Vodafone UK’s networks, respectively.  

(c) It would only have been commercially rational for an MNO Defendant to terminate 

its commercial relationships with P4U if, after termination, the MNO Defendant was 

confident and/or could have expected to retain sufficient customers to generate the 

same or similar value as the value that would have been generated by customers who 
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would have purchased Connections through P4U had the commercial relationship 

with P4U continued (but who could not now do so because of the cessation of supply).  

(d) The average NPV to EE and/or Vodafone UK of customers who joined either of their 

networks via P4U was approximately 65% of the average NPV of customers who 

would be expected to join the EE or Vodafone UK network following the termination 

of the relationship with P4U (and so necessarily through another sales channel).  

(e) It follows that only if, after termination of their commercial relationships with P4U, 

EE and/or Vodafone UK could expect to retain through alternative sales channels 

approximately 65% or more of the customers who had joined their networks via P4U, 

would it have been prospectively beneficial in NPV terms for EE and/or Vodafone 

UK to terminate their commercial relationships with P4U. This 65% threshold was 

the minimum proportion of P4U customers which EE and/or Vodafone UK would 

each have needed to expect to retain in order for the loss of the commercial 

relationships with P4U not to destroy value for EE and/or Vodafone UK. 

(f) It was extremely unlikely that, acting independently, each of EE and/or Vodafone UK 

could have expected to retain anything like 65% of customers who had joined their 

networks via P4U in the event that they terminated their commercial relationships 

with P4U. In particular, if EE or Vodafone UK independently terminated its 

commercial relationships with P4U, it would have expected to retain a proportion of 

P4U customers which broadly reflected and/or approximated its existing market 

shares and/or existing share of high street stores. As to this: 

(i) EE and Vodafone UK each held a share of the market for Connections to their 

networks in the UK which was significantly below 65%: (1) EE’s average share 

of the market for the period May 2013 to April 2014 was 32% and (2) Vodafone 

UK’s average share of the market for the same period was 20%.  

(ii) EE and Vodafone UK each had a share of high street stores selling Connections 

which was significantly below 65%: in mid-2014, (1) EE’s share of high street 

stores selling Connections in the UK was around 21% and (2) Vodafone UK’s 

share of high street stores selling Connections in the UK was around 11%. 
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(g) It follows that realistic expectations as to retained P4U customers were far below the 

65% threshold. There was no rational basis on which EE and/or Vodafone UK could 

expect to retain that high a proportion of customers unless they were proceeding on 

the assumption that P4U would cease trading, as to which they could only be confident 

with the benefit of a collusive agreement or understanding or at least knowledge 

(obtained through collusion) as to their competitor’s intended conduct in relation to 

P4U and/or retail intermediaries generally.   

125. The proportions of P4U customers whom the MNO Defendants would have been 

confident and/or expected to retain could have changed in the light of the following 

factors in paragraphs 126 to 128 below, but for the reasons outlined below would not have 

changed materially the likely proportion of customers that an MNO Defendant could 

expect to retain (were it to act independently and without collusion).   

126. If P4U customers were loyal to a particular network, then the MNO Defendants could 

have expected to retain a greater proportion of customers than the shares in paragraph 

124(f) above. Conversely, if P4U customers were loyal to P4U, then the MNO Defendants 

could have expected to retain a smaller proportion of customers. In fact:  

(a) As set out in paragraph 38 above, P4U customers (1) were more loyal to P4U than to 

EE and/or Vodafone UK and, in this sense, (2) were “network agnostic”. P4U was 

able to exercise a fair measure of influence over customers’ network choices, and the 

MNO Defendants were aware of this from their longstanding trading relationships 

with P4U.  

(b) Accordingly, in the event of termination of their commercial relationships with P4U, 

it is likely that the MNO Defendants would have expected to retain smaller 

proportions of P4U customers than the shares outlined in paragraph 124(f) above. P4U 

avers that such proportions were approximately 32% in the case of EE and 20% in the 

case in the Vodafone UK.   

(c) Such expected shares of retained P4U customers were far below the 65% threshold. 

There was no reasonable basis on which the MNO Defendants could expect to retain 

that high a proportion of customers unless they were proceeding on the assumption 

that P4U would cease trading following the cessation of supply. 
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127. It follows that whether an MNO Defendant could have retained sufficient customers for 

it to result in a positive NPV for it to cease to supply P4U would depend on whether other 

MNO Defendants (and other MNOs) continued to supply P4U and, crucially, whether 

P4U remained in business and continued to offer Connections. As to these matters: 

(a) The MNO Defendants would each have expected to lose NPV if they ceased to supply 

P4U and one or more of the others MNO Defendants continued supplying P4U. This 

is because the MNO Defendant(s) that continued to supply P4U would have been 

expected to sell Connections through P4U to a significant portion of those customers 

who would otherwise have joined or remained with the network of the terminating 

MNO Defendant through P4U. The result would be a transfer of market share from 

the MNO Defendant(s) who ceased to supply P4U to those that continued to do so. 

(b) If any one of the MNO Defendants ceased supplying P4U, then P4U would have 

continued to offer the following brands: 

(i) If O2 ceased supplies, the Vodafone UK, Orange, EE, T-Mobile, and LIFE 

brands. 

(ii) If EE ceased supplies, the O2, Vodafone UK, and LIFE brands. 

(iii) If Vodafone UK ceased supplies, the O2, Orange, EE, T-Mobile, and LIFE 

brands. 

(iv) In each case, such further or other brands as P4U could attract: see paragraph 107 

above in this regard. The MNO Defendants would have expected P4U to seek to 

enter alternative relationships to replace a terminating network within the P4U 

portfolio. None of the MNO Defendants could have known (or anticipated with 

sufficient confidence) whether, if each independently terminated its relationship 

with P4U, P4U would have been able to enter into new agreements with Three 

and/or BT and/or Sky and/or other MVNOs. 

(v) Accordingly, none of the MNO Defendants, acting independently, could have 

concluded that P4U would not have been able successfully to compete for 

customers if one of them alone and unilaterally ceased to supply P4U. None of 
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the MNO Defendants could have been confident that, if it independently ended 

its supply relationship with P4U, this would cause P4U to cease trading. 

128. As to other matters to which the MNO Defendants might rationally have had regard in 

relation to the continuation of supplying P4U, such matters would not have materially 

affected commercially rational behaviour arising from the NPV analysis above. Indeed, 

insofar as such further considerations were material, they tended to militate in favour of 

continuing to supply P4U. In particular: 

(a) Unlike the MNO Defendants’ direct sales operations, P4U was particularly successful 

in making sales to young adults, which tended to be a more lucrative source of revenue 

than other demographics: see paragraph 36 above. By contrast, for example, Vodafone 

UK tended to attract older customers: see Vodafone UK’s presentation in paragraph 

74(c) above. The MNO Defendants knew at all material times that (1) P4U was 

particularly successful in attracting young adult customers and (2) such customers 

were particularly profitable and important for retaining or growing market share over 

time. 

(b) In February 2014, CPW announced that it was in merger negotiations with Dixons, 

but that merger would not have made it commercially rational for EE and/or Vodafone 

UK to terminate their relationships with P4U (in the absence of collusion). 

Specifically: 

(i) The merger did not make P4U materially less attractive and/or could not 

rationally have been perceived as materially reducing P4U’s likely sales of 

Connections or its likelihood of remaining in the market for the reasons given in 

paragraph 59 above.   

(ii) Further, P4U’s concession agreement with Dixons did not expire until 27 May 

2015, and this was public knowledge. Accordingly, P4U had fifteen months from 

the announcement to identify an alternative retail partner (should it wish to do so) 

and/or to put in place other measures to prevent or mitigate any harm to its 

business. If EE or Vodafone UK had been concerned about the effect of the 

merger on P4U, each could have, and it is to be inferred would in the absence of 

collusion have, waited to see whether P4U could have secured an alternative sales 

outlet. In this respect, P4U was in discussions with Argos Limited and other 
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retailers. By about September 2014 at the latest, EE knew that P4u had had 

discussions with other retailers. A partnership between P4U and Argos would 

have offered P4U at least the same scale of benefit as it could reasonably be 

assumed CPW would obtain from its merger with Dixons and would (and would 

have been perceived as likely to) have compensated P4U adequately for the loss 

of the Dixon agreement.  

(c) The MNO Defendants were able to fund the upfront cash outflow payments associated 

with continuing their commercial relationship with P4U. The MNO Defendants had 

sufficient cash balances and/or could raise debt to continue to finance any such 

payments. Since the likely total NPV of customers whom the MNO Defendant could 

attract through P4U exceeded the likely total NPV of customers who would be 

retained in the event that the commercial relationships with P4U were terminated, it 

would have been in their commercial interests to have continued to fund this 

expenditure. It is accordingly to be inferred that, to the extent necessary, the MNO 

Defendants would have raised the necessary debt and/or had recourse to group 

funding. 

(d) P4U has sought disclosure of the terms of EE’s and Vodafone’s agreements with 

CPW. EE has refused to provide the terms or even to confirm whether or not the 

agreement with CPW was exclusive. Vodafone UK has provided its agreement on a 

confidential basis. Pending disclosure of the un-redacted written agreements, 

documents evidencing the negotiations leading to those agreements and any other 

communications shedding light on the effect and/or commercial context of the terms 

of the agreements, P4U avers as follows in relation to those agreements: 

(i) Insofar as any CPW exclusivity offer purported to give EE and/or Vodafone UK 

more favourable terms than their commercial relationships with P4U, such terms 

could not have sufficiently compensated EE and/or Vodafone UK for the loss of 

P4U customers set out above.  

(ii) Any CPW exclusivity offer which purportedly gave EE and/or Vodafone UK any 

funding advantage in relation to their upfront cash payments to CPW, compared 

with EE’s and/or Vodafone UK’s upfront cash payments to P4U, could not have 
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sufficiently compensated EE and/or Vodafone UK for the loss of value of P4U 

customers set out above. 

(iii) In the premises, it is highly unlikely that EE and/or Vodafone UK, acting 

rationally and/or in their own commercial interests, would have (1) without 

collusion and independently decided to terminate their commercial relationships 

with P4U, or (2) specifically, terminated their commercial relationships with P4U 

without knowing (or, as a result of collusion, having a higher degree of 

confidence) that the other was also terminating or proposing to terminate its 

commercial relationship with P4U.  

(iv) Further, as pleaded at paragraphs 85 to 87 above, the fact that neither EE nor 

Vodafone UK sought an offer of exclusivity from P4U supports an inference of 

collusion. 

129. In summary, the MNO Defendants acting without collusion and independently, would 

have concluded that, taking account of the risks involved, the likely behaviour of P4U, its 

customers, and competitors acting independently, any benefits of ceasing to supply P4U 

would be outweighed by the costs of doing so. In the circumstances, it is reasonably to be 

inferred that, absent unlawful anti-competitive concertation and/or commitments and/or 

conduct set out below, the MNO Defendants would have continued to supply P4U. 

130. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, pending disclosure, the best 

particulars of the breach and/or breaches of Article 101(1) TFEU and/or Chapter I of the 

Act that P4U can currently give are set out below. P4U reserves the right to supplement 

and/or amend such particulars following disclosure. It is in the nature of serious and covert 

competition law infringements between competitors that the victim(s) of such conduct do 

not, at an early stage of proceedings, have access to full particulars of the infringement 

and must rely on reasonable inferences, including from such contemporaneous documents 

as are available prior to disclosure. 
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PARTICULARS OF ANTICOMPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Anti-competitive commitments and/or disclosures – O2 and Vodafone UK 

131. As set out in paragraphs 54 to 55 above, on a date unknown to P4U but before 27 January 

2014, as recorded in Mr Whiting’s email of 31 January 2014, one or more of Telefónica 

and/or Telefónica Europe and/or O2:  

(a) Unlawfully colluded with and/or made unlawful commitments to Vodafone Group 

that prevented renewal of the O2 Agreement. Pending disclosure, P4U is unable to 

identify the precise content of the commitments but avers that such commitments must 

logically have involved one or more of the following elements:  

(i) A commitment to cease or reduce supplies to P4U (alternatively, supplies to both 

or at least one of P4U and CPW). 

(ii) A commitment not to extend, renew or replace O2’s commercial relationship with 

P4U (alternatively, with both or at least one of P4U and CPW).    

(iii) A commitment to move towards supplying at most one of P4U and CPW. 

(iv) A commitment to reduce or eliminate O2’s reliance on retail intermediaries in the 

UK. 

(b) Unlawfully disclosed to Vodafone Group their future intentions in relation to one or 

more of the following aspects of their commercial conduct on the market (in 

competition with Vodafone Group):  

(i) The extension, renewal or replacement of O2’s commercial relationship with 

P4U. 

(ii) The extension, renewal or replacement of O2’s commercial relationship with 

retail intermediaries in the UK generally and/or P4U and/or CPW specifically. 

(iii) The choice between trading with both or only one of the major retail 

intermediaries in the UK (i.e. P4U and CPW). 

(iv) The reduction or elimination of reliance on retail intermediaries in the UK. 
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132. Accordingly, P4U avers that:  

(a) O2’s termination of the O2 Agreement and/or O2’s failure to extend P4U’s 

appointment to procure Connections for O2 was caused or at least influenced by 

and/or the consequence of such unlawful commitments and/or unlawful disclosure of 

commercial plans given to Vodafone Group at some point before 27 January 2014.  

(b) In any event, there having been a collusive agreement, understanding and/or exchange 

of confidential and commercially sensitive information in relation to the subject 

matter of O2’s decision, that decision is presumed to have been influenced by such 

collusion and to form part of an unlawful agreement and/or concerted practice.  

Without prejudice to the foregoing and the burden of proof, O2 did not publically 

distance itself from the collusive conduct or otherwise signal an intention to act 

independently and unaffected by that conduct.  

133. Further, it is to be inferred in the circumstances pleaded above that the commitments 

and/or disclosures of information were not unilateral but were provided in return for 

equivalent commitments or disclosures from Vodafone Group. Without prejudice to the 

generality of the foregoing, it is inherently unlikely that an undertaking would provide a 

competitor with confidential and commercially sensitive information and/or a 

commitment as to its future conduct on the market unless it had received and/or expected 

to receive corresponding information and/or commitments in return. Accordingly, it is to 

be inferred that at a date unknown to P4U but before 27 January 2014, Vodafone Group 

also gave to Telefónica and/or Telefónica Europe and/or O2 unlawful commitments 

and/or disclosure of confidential and commercially sensitive information as to its intended 

commercial policy in relation to some or all of the same subject matter as to the 

commitments and/or disclosures identified in paragraph 131 above. 

134. From the date of such commitments and/or disclosures: 

(a) P4U relies on a presumption that the conduct of Vodafone Group (and/or the 

individual Vodafone Defendants or some of them) and O2 (and/or Telefónica and/or 

Telefónica Europe) in deciding to cease supplying P4U and/or entering into exclusive 

arrangements with CPW was caused or at least influenced by such commitments 

and/or disclosures and forms part of an unlawful agreement and/or concerted practice.  
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(b) Without prejudice to the generality of the above, Vodafone Group (and/or the 

individual Vodafone Defendants or some of them) and O2 (and/or Telefónica and/or 

Telefónica Europe) acted thereafter on the basis of reduced uncertainly concerning 

each other’s future intentions as regards P4U and/or retail intermediaries in the UK 

generally and, accordingly, did not act unilaterally and independently but acted 

collusively. 

(c) Further, and without prejudice to the burden of proof, neither Vodafone UK nor 

Vodafone distanced itself from the collusion, whether publically or otherwise.  

(d) Yet further, Vodafone UK’s conduct in ceasing to supply P4U was entirely consistent 

with the object of the collusion and the content of the commitments and/or disclosure. 

Such conduct was far less likely to be the result of genuinely independent decision-

making, for the reasons given in paragraphs 124 to 129 above.  

135. Accordingly, Vodafone UK did not act unilaterally and independently but collusively and 

in accordance with the concerted practice pleaded above in relation to its decision to cease 

supplies to P4U and/or its decision to enter into exclusive arrangements with CPW. 

Anti-competitive commitments and/or disclosures – EE 

136. At the meeting on 27 January 2014, Mr Dunne also made reference to the position of EE 

and EE’s distribution plans. Mr Swantee of EE subsequently confirmed to Mr Whiting in 

about February 2014 that he had received an approach by Mr Dunne on behalf of O2. 

Paragraphs 54 to 56 above are repeated.  

137. P4U relies on the following facts and matters in support of an averment that EE 

participated in the unlawful agreement and/or concerted practice pleaded above: 

(a) The matters set out at paragraphs 54 to 56 above.  

(b) It is to be understood (or inferred) from Mr Dunne’s remarks in relation to EE that 

Telefónica and/or Telefónica Europe and/or O2 unlawfully disclosed to EE their 

future intentions in or more of the respects outlined in paragraph 131 above and/or 

that they had provided one or more of the commitments identified in that paragraph. 

(c) It is to be inferred from the absence of the “letter of protest” to which Mr Swantee 

referred that, contrary to what he told Mr Whiting, either (1) no such letter was drafted 
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(in which case P4U relies on the provision of untruthful information to P4U as 

evidence of EE’s involvement in the collusion) and/or (2) such a letter was drafted 

but was not sent. In either case, and without prejudice to the burden of proof, EE’s 

failure to protest and/or blow the whistle in relation to the anti-competitive approach 

pleaded above supports an inference and/or justifies the application of a presumption 

that EE either (1) participated in the collusion to the same or materially the same 

extent as did O2 and Vodafone UK (and so provided like disclosure(s) and/or 

commitment(s) in relation to its intended commercial policy on the UK market) and/or 

(2) knowingly took the benefit of the anti-competitive approach and the information 

that it obtained from it in shaping its own future conduct on the market and so 

participated in the concerted practice pleaded above.  

(d) P4U relies on a presumption that EE’s decision to cease supplies to P4U and/or its 

decision to enter into exclusive arrangements with CPW was caused or at least 

influenced by the collusion. Without prejudice to the burden of proof, EE failed 

publicly (or at all) to distance itself from the collusion that was disclosed to it by the 

approach pleaded at paragraphs 54 to 56 above.   

(e) Further, representatives of EE’s corporate group made the public statements pleaded 

at paragraphs 64 and 66 above, the object and/or effect of which was to further the 

objects of the collusion pleaded above and/or otherwise provide comfort to the other 

participants in that collusion as to EE’s likely future conduct in relation to supplies to 

P4U and/or to retail intermediaries in the UK generally and which accordingly formed 

part of the concerted practice pleaded above. 

(f) Yet further, EE acted entirely consistently with the agreement and/or concerted 

practice pleaded above, in deciding not to continue its supply relationship with P4U 

and in giving notice of an irrevocable decision to that effect in September 2014 (over 

a year before the existing agreement was due to expire). Such conduct was far less 

likely to be the result of genuinely independent decision-making, for the reasons given 

in paragraphs 124 to 129 above. 

(g) The presumption pleaded at subparagraph (d) above applies also to the conduct of 

Deutsche and Orange (as constituent parts of a single undertaking with EE) in relation 

to supplies to P4U and/or retail intermediaries in the UK generally. Further or 
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alternatively in this regard, it is to be inferred that the information obtained by EE as 

a result of unlawful contacts with O2 and/or the fact of its involvement in the collusion 

was communicated by EE to Deutsche and/or Orange as its shareholders and joint 

controllers, and was thereafter acted upon by both Deutsche and Orange, at least by 

the time that they decided to refuse to approve the extension of the EE Agreement. In 

support of this inference, P4U relies on the facts and matters pleaded at paragraph 159 

below. 

138. Accordingly, EE did not act unilaterally and independently but collusively and in 

accordance with the concerted practice pleaded above in relation to its decision to cease 

supplies to P4U and/or its decision to enter into exclusive arrangements with CPW. 

The corporate and natural persons involved in the infringement   

139. Pending disclosure and save as specified above, P4U is not in a position to identify 

precisely which corporate and natural persons within the Defendant undertakings were 

aware of and/or played an active role in which parts of the collusive conduct pleaded 

above from time-to-time.  

140. Without prejudice to the above, on the information presently available, P4U avers as 

follows: 

(a) The anti-competitive commitments and/or disclosures, of which Mr Dunne informed 

Mr Whiting, were made and received, and/or it is reasonably to be inferred were made 

and received, at the level of the parent companies of the Defendant MNOs (i.e. 

Deutsche and/or Orange for EE, Vodafone Group for Vodafone and Telefónica for 

O2).  

(b) Any decision by an MNO Defendant to cease supplies to P4U and/or to enter into 

exclusive arrangements with CPW was, as a matter of law and/or commercial reality, 

conditional on the consent of the relevant parent company or companies. P4U repeats 

the matters set out in paragraph 119 above.  

(c) In circumstances where the EE UK commercial team and Vodafone UK commercial 

team had each negotiated and agreed in principle the extensions of their respective 

agreements with P4U, it is reasonably to be inferred that Deutsche and/or Orange 

and/or Vodafone Group withheld approval to such extensions as a result of and/or 
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influenced by the anti-competitive commitments and/or exchanges of information set 

out above.  

(d) All the Defendants accordingly participated in the infringement alleged above 

(whether as part of the undertakings pleaded in paragraph 119 or distinctly).  

 “Market repair” 

141. Further, it is reasonably to be inferred that, at the material times, the Defendants were 

motivated to remove and/or restrict and/or reduce their reliance on the indirect sales 

channels in the UK, including sales and distribution of Connections by P4U on behalf of 

the Defendants and that this formed part of and/or motivated the collusive conduct 

pleaded above.   

142. Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 141 above and pending disclosure, P4U 

will rely on matters including, but not limited to the following:  

(a) As set out at paragraphs 26 to 27 above, the presence of independent retail 

intermediaries in the UK market increased competition and caused the Defendants to 

achieve lower profit margins from the sales of their Connections to their customers in 

the UK through these intermediaries, than was the case on the European mainland.  

(b) In October 2013, Jonathan Perkins, the Head of EE’s Pay Monthly Pricing and 

Portfolio said that EE was looking for opportunities for “UK market repair” because 

“revenues were under threat from regulation and competition”. It is averred such 

“market repair” involved the restoration of the Defendants’ margins and/or the 

reduction of reliance by the Defendants on indirect sales channels for Connections.  

(c) On or around 25 October 2013, Mr André François-Poncet of BC Partners reported 

on a dinner attended by Mr Colao where Mr Colao was reported to have said (and is 

averred to have said): 

“– they [Vodafone Group] have announced to the market a 6 bn or so 

“organic growth” initiative, meaning strengthening distribution 

 – UK remains unsatisfactory in this regards and the independents (CPW 

and P4U) are not helping their image …” 
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(d) On 14 November 2013, Mr Colao of Vodafone Group said, in material part, as follows 

in an interview with Mobile Today, which statement is averred to provide a fair 

summary of the group’s views and intentions at the time:  

“…it’s hard to give a customer a Vodafone experience when someone walks 

into a shop where there is no Vodafone branding or staff trained by 

Vodafone. We want to bring the customer experience back into our hands.” 

(e) On 3 April 2014, Vodafone announced Project Spring. Such a project was an attempt 

by Vodafone Group to restrict and/or reduce reliance on the indirect sales channels in 

the UK, at least relative to direct sales through Vodafone’s own retail operations. P4U 

repeats paragraphs 76 to 78 above.  

(f) On 5 June 2014, Bloomberg and The Times reported the comments of Mr Pellissier 

who wanted to “get rid” of intermediaries, including P4U, and on 8 June 2014, The 

Daily Telegraph reported to similar effect: paragraphs 64 and 66 above are repeated.  

(g) On 12 June 2014 Mr Colao of Vodafone Group and Mr Swantee of EE Group met at 

the Founders Forum Conference to discuss the joint acquisition of P4U, and 

considered the regulatory hurdles that existed: see paragraph 79 above.   

(h) By 1 August 2014, Vodafone UK and/or Vodafone Group considered that, as a result 

of regulatory restrictions, both they and EE would not be able together to acquire P4U 

if P4U was still a going concern. Paragraphs 79 to 82 above are repeated. Vodafone 

UK and/or Vodafone Group and/or EE knew that they would be able to acquire P4U 

(or its assets) if it was not a going concern, because in such circumstances there would 

be no regulatory hurdles and, in any event, such acquisition would be at a substantially 

lower cost than if P4U was a going concern.  

143. In the premises, to achieve “market repair”, it is reasonably to be inferred that the 

Defendants had a strong commercial motivation unlawfully to collude to eliminate one or 

both of the two main retail intermediaries in the UK.  

144. The anticipated and actual economic effects of removing P4U from the market are a 

matter for expert evidence in due course. Without prejudice to such evidence, P4U avers 

that it is to be inferred from the following that the Defendants’ objective of “market 

repair” (effected in whole or in major part through the collusion pleaded above) not only 
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restricted and distorted competition throught the removal of P4U as a competitor but was 

also successful from the Defendants’ perspective in that it resulted higher profits and/or 

prices, to the detriment to consumers: 

(a) Before P4U went into administration the Defendants achieved lower profit margins 

in the UK than they did in the rest of the EU. 

(b) This was attributed (correctly) by the Defendants at least in part to the competitive 

pressures generated by the existence of major retail intermediaries in the UK: see 

paragraphs 26 to 28 above.  

(c) After P4U went into administration, CPW was the only major retail intermediary and 

thus faced no (or very materially less) competition from similar suppliers, particularly 

as regards price promotions. Consumers accordingly suffered as a result of a reduction 

in actual or potential price competition and/or innovation in commercial offerings.  

145. Further and, in any event, the collusion pleaded above had as its object the restriction or 

distortion of competition in the retail sales of Connections in the UK.  

EE and Vodafone UK enter exclusive agreements with CPW  

146. In a context in which the Defendants sought to remove and/or restrict and/or reduce their 

reliance on the indirect sales channels in the UK, at or around the same time in July and 

August 2014, EE and Vodafone UK entered into exclusive agreements with CPW which 

had the effect of precluding them from continuing to trade with P4U beyond 1 February 

2015 for Vodafone UK and, it is to be inferred, from at the latest September 2015 for EE 

(that being the date of expiry of the EE Agreement). Pending disclosure, including as to 

the terms of those agreements with CPW and related communications, P4U relies on the 

following, without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing: 

(a) Because of the dangers and/or risks and/or commercial disadvantages to any MNO 

Defendant which unilaterally stopped supplying its Connections to P4U, in respect of 

which P4U repeats and relies on the economic analysis in paragraphs 124 to 129 

above, it is averred that each of EE and Vodafone UK would only have entered into 

an exclusive agreement with CPW which precluded their continued trading with P4U 

if they knew that the other would enter an exclusive agreement with CPW (or at least 

had substantially reduced uncertainty in this regard).  
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(b) While P4U was negotiating with both EE and Vodafone UK, unknown to P4U at the 

time EE and Vodafone UK were also negotiating with CPW to enter exclusive 

agreements with CPW which precluded EE and Vodafone UK from supplying 

Connections to P4U, and which could reasonably be expected to have the effect of 

putting P4U out of business given the coincidence in timing of P4U losing its two 

largest suppliers. At no point did either EE or Vodafone UK invite P4U to propose 

terms for exclusive agreements with them, despite the fact that such terms may, as 

those MNOs would have been aware, have been as attractive (or more attractive) than 

those which CPW was prepared to offer and despite the fact that (as Vodafone UK at 

least recognised) P4U was a far better complement to their direct sales channels than 

was CPW because of the matters pleaded at paragraph 128(a) above.  

(c) The timings of (1) EE’s agreement to enter an exclusive agreement with CPW and (2) 

Vodafone UK’s termination of the Vodafone Agreement are not, it is averred, 

coincidences, but indicate a level of coordination of activity between EE and 

Vodafone UK. P4U relies in this regard on the following matters: 

(i) In or around mid-July 2014, Vodafone UK entered an exclusive agreement with 

CPW that would take effect from 1 February 2015. In order to have an exclusive 

relationship with CPW from that date, Vodafone UK would have to give notice 

of termination to P4U on 1 August 2014, but it instead chose to wait until 6 

August 2014 to do so. Given the commercial importance of being able to comply 

with a requirement of exclusivity, it is to be inferred that Vodafone UK would, 

absent strong reasons to do otherwise, have given notice on or before 1 August 

2014.   

(ii) On 6 August 2014, EE (subject to board and/or shareholder approval) entered an 

exclusive agreement with CPW which had the effect of precluding EE from 

selling Connections through P4U from, it is to be inferred, at the latest the expiry 

of the EE Agreement in September 2015. 

(iii) The same day, Vodafone UK orally informed P4U of its decision to terminate the 

Vodafone Agreement, and sent P4U a notice of termination on 7 August 2014. In 

the absence of any other strong reason for Vodafone UK to have delayed giving 

notice and in light of the collusive contacts pleaded above, P4U infers and avers 
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that Vodafone UK deliberately waited for EE to enter its agreement with CPW 

before informing P4U that it was terminating the Vodafone Agreement and that 

it did so in furtherance of the collusive understanding and to make sure that it 

would not be acting alone in terminating supplies to P4U.  

(d) Notwithstanding its notice of termination and the effect of its agreement with CPW, 

Vodafone UK acted in early August 2014 so as to give P4U the impression that it was 

able to extend or replace, and remained willing to consider extending or replacing, the 

Vodafone Agreement: see further at paragraphs 97 to 100 above. It is to be inferred 

from the following that Vodafone UK acted as it did in order to delay finally 

committing to the termination of supplies until such time as it knew for certain that 

EE was also contractually bound to an exclusivity agreement with CPW, and would 

therefore not renew the EE Agreement if approached again by P4U: 

(i) Vodafone UK had already, in or around mid-July 2014, entered into an exclusive 

agreement with CPW which precluded it from trading with P4U, such that it 

cannot have had any genuine intention of extending or replacing the Vodafone 

Agreement. 

(ii) Vodafone UK had participated in the collusive contacts pleaded above in relation 

to supplies to retail intermediaries. 

(iii) For the reasons pleaded at paragraphs 124 to 129 above, Vodafone UK would 

expect to profit from an exclusive relationship with CPW only if P4U ceased 

trading, and this depended on EE also ceasing to supply P4U.  

(e) On or around 29 August 2014, EE’s statutory Board and/or its shareholders approved 

EE’s agreement with CPW. The same day, Vodafone UK finally rejected any 

proposals from P4U and terminated further negotiations with P4U (see paragraph 103 

above). In the circumstances set out in paragraph 105 above, it is reasonably to be 

inferred that Vodafone UK waited to confirm to P4U that it would not be supplying 

any further Connections to P4U until it knew and/or was sure that EE would also enter 

an exclusive agreement with CPW and had in fact done so.  

(f) As soon as Vodafone UK finally rejected P4U’s proposals on 29 August 2014, P4U 

approached EE to negotiate terms and/or discuss the possibility of EE acquiring P4U 
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(see paragraph 106 above). By this time, however, EE was bound by its agreement 

with CPW and could not trade with EE beyond the expiry of the EE Agreement in 

September 2015. Had P4U known that Vodafone UK had been obliged from around 

17 July 2014 to terminate the Vodafone Agreement, by reason of Vodafone UK’s 

agreement with CPW, P4U would have approached EE before EE became bound by 

its agreement with CPW, in order to avoid the risk of losing both Vodafone UK and 

EE as suppliers of Connections, as in the event it did.   

(g) Paragraphs 85 to 87 above are repeated in relation to the failure by EE and Vodafone 

UK to enter into any or any substantive discussions with P4U as to the terms for an 

exclusive agreement with P4U. This would have been highly unlikely in the absence 

of collusion. P4U avers that, in all the circumstances, it is reasonable to infer that: 

(i) EE and Vodafone UK each had sufficient knowledge and/or confidence and/or 

reassurance that the other either had or would enter an exclusive agreement with 

CPW such that each could decide to (1) not engage with P4U as to the possibility 

of exclusivity, (2) enter exclusive agreements with CPW which precluded trading 

with P4U and (3) terminate its own agreements with P4U.  

(ii) Without such knowledge and/or confidence and/or reassurance, EE and 

Vodafone UK would each not have (1) entered exclusive agreements with CPW 

which precluded each from trading with P4U, (2) entered into exclusive 

agreements with CPW (without even first enquiring as to the terms which P4U 

would offer for an exclusive agreement) or (3) terminated its own agreements 

with P4U. 

(iii) EE knew, at least in general terms, about the fact of and/or status of Vodafone 

UK’s negotiations with CPW and Vodafone UK knew the same in relation to 

EE’s negotiations with CPW.  

147. In the premises, it is further averred that: 

(a) Vodafone UK terminated the Vodafone Agreement at the behest of and/or on 

instruction from Vodafone Group or at least under the decisive influence of Vodafone 

Group and/or such decision was made by Vodafone Group. In particular, Vodafone 

UK’s decision to terminate the Vodafone Agreement, taken at the behest of and/or on 
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instruction from its parent Vodafone Group, was part of an agreement and/or 

understanding and/or a result of informal concerted action or coordination among the 

Defendants (and/or some of them), to put P4U out of business and/or to reduce or 

eliminate their respective reliance on retail intermediaries in the UK.  

(b) EE’s decision not to extend the EE Agreement (notwithstanding the agreement in 

principle reached between P4U and EE’s UK commercial team by around end of 

March 2014 (see paragraphs 60 to 62 above)) was taken at the behest of and/or 

instruction of its parent shareholders, Deutsche and Orange. Such decision was part 

of an agreement and/or understanding and/or as a result of informal concerted action 

or coordination among the Defendants (and/or some of them) to put P4U out of 

business and/or to reduce or eliminate their respective reliance on retail intermediaries 

in the UK. Given the terminations of the O2 Agreement and of the Vodafone 

Agreement, EE should have been in a position to take a very substantial share of the 

new Connections and/or upgrades market among the P4U customer base. There was 

no bona fide commercial reason for EE to bring about the termination of the EE 

Agreement in autumn 2014, and every reason for EE to continue with the EE 

Agreement (at least until September 2015), so as to acquire a substantially increased 

market share from the P4U sales channel. It is to be inferred that EE deliberately chose 

to pursue a course of conduct in September 2014 which it (and its shareholders, 

Deutsche and Orange) knew and intended would result in P4U’s directors having to 

put P4U into administration, and such decision was taken as a result of collusion with 

its competitors as particularised above and/or to reduce competition and/or help bring 

about “market repair” to the benefit of EE and/or its shareholders and to the harm of 

P4U and of consumers. 

Causation, loss and damage 

148. As a result of the matters set out above, by reason of the breach of Article 101(1) TFEU 

and/or Chapter I of the Act, P4U has suffered loss and damage. But for the collusion 

and/or anti-competitive conduct as set out above: 

(a) P4U would have retained the benefit of its supply relationships with EE and/or 

Vodafone UK and/or O2 (in this last case, at least as regards upgrades).    

(b) P4U would not have gone into administration.  
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(c)  P4U would not have suffered the loss of value in its business that it did. 

149. P4U will, in due course, serve expert evidence setting out its loss and damage, such 

damages to be assessed. 

As against EE: breach of the EE Agreement  

150. As set out in paragraphs 43 above, pursuant to clauses 13.2 and 13.11, the EE Agreement 

contained express terms that EE would: 

(a) observe and perform the terms of and conditions of the EE Agreement in good faith; 

and  

(b) act in good faith and not carry out any act designed to reduce or avoid the making of 

any Revenue Sharing Payment(s) to P4U. 

151. On its proper construction, clause 13.11 contained two distinct obligations: 

(a) An obligation to act in good faith in relation to the performance of the parties’ 

obligations under the EE Agreement. 

(b) An obligation not to carry out any act designed to reduce or avoid the making of any 

Revenue Sharing Payment(s) to P4U. 

152. This construction supported by the fact that the EE Agreement was a relational contract 

in the sense in which that term is used in Yam Seng Pte Ltd v International Trade 

Corporation Ltd [2013] EWHC 111. Specifically and without limitation: 

(a) It was a long-term sale and distribution agreement: see clause 2.3, providing for a 3-

year duration. 

(b) It formed part of (and was made against the background of) a trading relationship 

between the parties which began at the latest in 1999.  

(c) P4U was required to perform its contractual obligations personally in accordance with 

clause 4.2.3.  

(d) EE undertook obligations to train P4U staff in accordance with clause 4.4.2. 
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(e) The agreement required cooperation and coordination, the scope and nature of which 

was not specified in the written agreement, other than in the express terms as to good 

faith. 

153. As a relational agreement, the EE Agreement required, inter alia, a high degree of 

communication, cooperation and predictable performance based on mutual trust and 

loyalty. The terms of the EE Agreement are to be construed in light of its character as a 

relational contract and so as to give effect to the parties’ legitimate expectations. In this 

context, the express terms as to good faith required honest cooperation, fidelity to the 

bargain, transparency (where non-disclosure would mislead the other party in relation to 

the contractual relationship) and compliance with the standards of commercially 

acceptable conduct that reasonable and honest people would expect in the commercial 

context.  

154. Further, the EE Agreement contained the following implied terms, which terms are to be 

implied for the practical and commercial coherence of the agreement and/or because they 

are so obvious as to have gone without saying: 

(a) Each party would refrain from taking steps that would inhibit or prevent the other 

party from complying with its obligations under or by virtue of the contract (the 

“Stirling v Maitland Term”). 

(b) Each party would provide the other with such reasonable cooperation as was 

necessary to the performance of that other’s obligations under or by virtue of the 

contract (the “Necessary Cooperation Term”).  

155. The express obligations as to good faith (construed in light of the EE Agreement’s status 

as a relational contract) and/or the Stirling v Maitland Term and/or the Necessary 

Cooperation Term gave rise to the following specific obligations on EE (as incidents of 

such terms): 

(a) EE would not, contrary to the requirement of good faith, seek knowingly to bring 

about the circumstances which would entitle it to terminate the EE Agreement 

pursuant to clause 14.1.2.   
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(b) EE would not take steps designed and/or intended to impede, disable or prevent P4U 

from performing the EE Agreement.  

(c) EE would not, contrary to the requirmement of good faith, take steps designed and/or 

intended to impede, disable or prevent P4U from enjoying the benefits available to it 

under the EE Agreement  

156. In breach of clause 13.2 and/or 13.11 of the EE Agreement and/or in breach of the 

obligations set out in paragraph 155 above, EE pursued in 2014 a course of conduct that 

was aimed at providing a purported justification for it to terminate the EE Agreement, 

preventing P4U being able to perform the agreement, depriving P4U of the benefit of that 

agreement and forcing P4U out of business. Without prejudice to the generality of the 

foregoing, and pending disclosure, the best particulars that P4U can currently give are as 

follows: 

(a) In a series of letters in early September 2014, EE made groundless allegations that 

P4U had breached the EE Agreement in such a way as to entitle EE to terminate it, 

including without limitation its letter of 9 September in 2014. In this correspondence, 

EE sought, but failed, to establish a colourably legitimate basis on which to terminate 

the EE Agreement: see paragraphs 110 to 111 above.  

(b) Having failed to establish a colourably legitimately basis on which to terminate the 

EE Agreement, EE sent P4U a letter dated 12 September 2014 in which it purported 

to notify P4U of a decision not to replace and/or extend the EE Agreement when it 

duly expired approximately a year later: see paragraph 112 above.   

(c) EE’s actions as set out immediately above were:   

(i) designed by EE, and/or had as their predominant purpose, to cause P4U’s 

directors to put it into administration and/or out of business, so as to enable EE 

to terminate the EE Agreement and thereby preventing P4U performing the 

agreement and depriving P4U of the benefits of the agreement; and/or  

(ii) designed by EE to reduce and/or avoid the making by EE of further Revenue 

Share Payments to P4U as contemplated under the EE Agreement; and/or  
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(iii) intended by EE to cause P4U’s directors to put P4U into administration and/or 

out of business and/or to reduce and/or avoid the making of further Revenue 

Share Payments to P4U as contemplated under the EE Agreement. EE knew 

and/or intended that the consequence of the 12 September Letter would bring 

about such result(s).  

(iv) P4U repeats and relies upon the facts and matters in paragraphs 113 to 118 above. 

(d) EE had no legitimate commercial reason to send a letter such as that of 12 September 

2014, in particular in circumstances in which the EE Agreement had over a year to 

run, during which time EE stood to acquire significant market share from Vodafone 

UK, following the termination of Vodafone Agreement in February 2015. 

157. In the premises, EE’s actions were contrary to the obligations of good faith set out above 

in that they involved conduct that was contrary to the requirements of honest cooperation 

and fidelity to the parties’ bargain and which reasonable and honest people would regard 

as commercially unacceptable.   

Causation, loss and damage  

158. As a result of EE’s breaches of the EE Agreement, P4U lost the value of its business, and 

consequently was placed into administration on 15 September 2014. Had EE not acted in 

breach of the EE Agreement as set out above, P4U would not have been placed into 

administration and would not have lost the value of its business and lost value in its assets.  

As against Deutsche and Orange: procuring and inducing EE’s breach of EE Agreement 

and/or common law conspiracy 

159. Further, Deutsche and/or Orange knowingly and intentionally procured and induced EE 

to breach the EE Agreement by sending the letter of 12 September 2014 with the purpose 

and intention of causing and/or precipitating the collapse of P4U into administration. Prior 

to disclosure and/or further information the best particulars P4U is able to provide are 

based on the facts and matters pleaded above and the reasonable inferences to be drawn 

from them. In particular: 

(a) Deutsche and Orange were in a position to determine and/or influence decisively EE’s 

strategy on the UK market, including in relation to sales to retail intermediaries: see 

paragraphs 119 above. 
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(b) EE’s management repeatedly informed P4U in the course of their negotiations in 2014 

to extend the EE agreement that the final decision to approve the terms of the contract 

between EE and P4U rested with Deutsche and Orange: see paragraphs 57 to 68 

above.  

(c) It is accordingly to be inferred that Deutsche and Orange did in fact discuss and agree 

between themselves and with EE a group strategy with regard to EE’s arrangements 

with retail intermediaries in the UK and/or with P4U specifically. 

(d) P4U relies on the public statements attributed to Mr Pellissier, Orange’s Deputy Chief 

Executive and Chairman of EE, which signalled Orange’s hostility towards the 

indirect retail channel and desire to eliminate or reduce EE’s reliance on it: see 

paragraphs 64 and 66 above. It is to be inferred that Deutsche, as Orange’s joint 

venture partner in EE, shared the same aims as Orange in relation to the indirect retail 

channel, not least because Deutsche made no attempt to distance itself from the public 

statements made by and on behalf of its joint venture partner signalling a desire to 

eliminate (insofar as possible) the indirect sales channel in the UK. 

(e) The decision to send EE’s letter of 12 September 2014 to P4U which precipitated 

P4U’s collapse into administration was a decision made (so EE informed P4U) by 

EE’s board on which Orange and Deutsche were equally represented: see paragraph 

112 above. It is to be inferred that the decision to send the letter and its likely 

consequences were the subject of discussion and agreement between EE, Orange and 

Deutsche and their representatives on the EE board and/or more generally. 

(f) The natural and foreseeable consequence of EE’s sending the letter of 12 September 

2014 was to precipitate P4U’s collapse into administration. It is to be inferred that 

Orange and Deutsche (through their representatives on the board of EE) foresaw and 

intended the natural and foreseeable consequence of EE sending the letter to P4U. 

(g) In precipitating the collapse of P4U into administration, EE irrationally deprived itself 

of the opportunity to derive the benefits of continued trading with P4U which would 

have included the opportunity to take market share from its competitors for 

Connections, in particular from Vodafone and from O2. Deutsche and Orange would 

have been aware of this as shareholders, through their representatives on EE’s board 

and more generally as group companies.  
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(h) It is to be inferred from the commercial importance of the EE Agreement to EE and 

from the degree of oversight and control exercised by Deutsche and Orange over EE 

and its commercial strategy that those companies knew the terms of the EE Agreement 

and, in particular, knew that such agreement imposed obligations on EE to observe 

and perform the terms of that agreement in good faith and to act in good faith in 

relation to the performance of the parties’ obligations under it. 

(i) In procuring EE to send the letter on 12 September, Orange and Deutsche knew or 

were reckless as to fact that EE was thereby acting in breach of the EE Agreement. 

(j) Following the collapse of P4U into administration precipitated by EE’s letter of 12 

September 2014, EE moved swiftly to conclude an agreement with P4U’s 

administrators for the purchase of 58 former P4U stores. It is to be inferred that EE, 

Deutsche and Orange had discussed, considered and made plans to acquire such stores 

prior to the decision being taken by EE’s board to send the letter of 12 September 

2014. This inference is reasonable given (1) the degree of oversight and control 

exercised by Deutsche and Orange over EE, (2) the importance of the acquisition of 

the stores to EE’s commercial strategy in the UK, (3) the interest shown by Deutsche 

and Orange in that commercial strategy and, in particular, the elimination or reduction 

of reliance on retail intermediaries in the UK and (4) the inherent unlikelihood of EE 

having failed to keep its shareholders informed of its plans and the basis on which it 

had concluded that it would ultimately be in its interests to force P4U into 

administration.  

160. Further or alternatively, Deutsche, Orange and EE combined with the common intention 

of injuring P4U by unlawful means, namely through EE’s breach of the express and/or 

implied obligations under the EE Agreement in seeking to cause and in causing P4U to 

enter into administration. Pending disclosure and further information the combination and 

the participants’ common intention are to be inferred from the facts and matters pleaded 

in paragraph 159 above. 

161. By reason of the tortious procurement and inducement of EE’s breach of contract and 

further or alternatively the common law conspiracy pleaded above, P4U has suffered loss 

and damage as set out in paragraph 158 above. 

  




